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Go Team! (Part 2)

> EDITORIAL

> electronic gaming monthly

TWO ISSUES AGO, I STARTED AN

editorial recognizing the members of Team 

EGM, but I didn’t get a chance to finish 

because I ran out of room. Here’s part two 

of my attempt to butter up my staff....

Mike (assistant art director) is a real 

find. He does layout, he illustrates, he 

concepts art ideas, and he nerds with the 

best of ’em (he’s my personal Wikipedia 

for all things superheroes). Monique (art 

director) is our cheerful boss of all things 

design and art related. She concepts 

ideas, creates our covers, picks our fonts, 

and does layout as well. If it weren’t for 

her creativity, enthusiasm, and attention to 

detail, our pages would look like random, 

pasted-together ransom notes (which 

actually might be kinda cool, now that I 

think about it). Joy (our new art intern) 

rounds out the art team. She just started, 

but she’s so competent and dependable 

(so far—we’re keeping an eye on her) that 

she’ll have a legit gig in no time.

Jennifer (managing editor) is critical 

to EGM—no exaggeration. She makes 

sure we all meet our deadlines (yes, me 

included). She ensures the magazine 

is finished on time, plans out where 

everything goes in each issue, and is 

an eagle-eye editor, to boot! We’d be a 

mess—and probably on fire—without her. 

Finally, we have Crispin (senior editor). I 

saved him for last, not just out of respect 

for my elders, but because he’s been at 

EGM longer than anyone in our 18-year 

history. Over his 10 years with the mag, 

he’s reviewed countless games, edited 

countless articles, and contributed 

countless stories that really set us apart 

from the competition. Anything cool or 

culturally relevant that you read here that’s 

not a preview or review, Crispin’s probably 

responsible for it. And you gotta give 

props to any dude who can work here for 

over a decade—’cause you never know 

when he’ll snap and go postal on you.

Thanks, all you EGMers (including the 

last group: Bryan, Shane, Michael, Greg, 

and Brooks). You make the mag what it is 

today.    —Dan “Shoe” Hsu, Editor-in-Chief

> THIS MONTH'S EGM EXTRAS

EndWar Videos

Catch an exclusive 

glimpse of Ubisoft’s 

upcoming Tom Clancy–

approved tactical-

warfare sim.

BattleStation! Redux

Go online for a special 

extra-long director’s 

cut of our controversial 

interview with Sony CEA 

CEO Jack Tretton.

EGM216.1UP.COM

Please check out 

our podcast at 

EGMLive.1UP.com

and our message 

boards at 

EGMboards.1UP.com.

Gettin’ a Li’l Misty

Head to 1UP for sexy new 

videos of Mistwalker’s 

Xbox 360 Japanese RPGs 

Blue Dragon and Lost

Odyssey.

PS3 Pontification

Snag video clips of all the 

PS3 exclusives featured 

in this issue, along with a 

special EGM Live* podcast

in which we yap about ’em.
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This month’s 

EGM question:

What unlikely series 

served as the inspira-

tion for Tom Clancy’s 

EndWar?

E-mail the answer to 

EGM@ziffdavis.com 

(subject head: 

Trivia: EGM #216) 

for a chance to win 

something potentially 

enjoyable.

Letter of the Month
A leek to the past
I’m a student at Red River College in 

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. My sub-

ject is the culinary arts. Just recently, 

we were creating some aspic (a clear 

edible gelatin) plates. You make a 

layer of aspic, place cut vegetables in 

artistic ways on said aspic, and then 

pour and cover more of the gelatin on 

top, thus freezing your image in time. I 

wasn’t feeling much inspiration for the 

typical designs and decided to make 

something that no one else would: 

Link from the Zelda series, 8-bit style. 

It’s made up of 185 small squares of 

leeks (green), carrots (orange), turnips 

(white), and yellow bell peppers (yel-

low). It was painstaking, and the final 

piece suffered from some drifting, but 

I’m pretty proud of it and thought you 

guys might like to take a look. 

—Donovan MacLure

You know, nothing goes down bet-

ter after an all-night gaming session 

than a nice dish of turnip-infused 

meat jelly. Nice work, Donovan. You 

know, if you actually eat it, you’ll 

steal all of Link’s powers. It’s true. 

The 4/1 one
I’ve been a loyal subscriber to your 

magazine for over 10 years. You’ve 

pulled off some convincing April Fools’ 

jokes in the past, but this year’s (EGM

#214) was way too obvious. C’mon, 

Mushroom Kingdom Hearts? Who did 

you expect to fool with that one?

—Mike Whiston

This guy:

Honestly, I was a little bit on the fence 

about the Wii. That is, until I saw 

your preview of Mushroom Kingdom 

Hearts! At that very moment, I knew 

that I had to pick one of those bad 

boys up. The only problem was that, 

well, I bounced my rent check for 

the second month in a row. Now I’m 

rocking out on some Wii Play in my 

parents’ basement until 2008 (when 

I can play the single greatest game 

ever). And although I’ll miss my girl-

friend and our cat Sora (no relation 

to the Kingdom Hearts hero), neither 

of them can pull a Trinity Attack with 

Samus Effing Aran (who, you know, 

has to be in there). So thanks for the 

> TRIVIAL 

ISSUE

breaking news, and I can’t wait to see 

more coverage and to witness how 

Ganondorf and Bowser measure up to 

the power of the keyblade.

—Name withheld

But not this guy:

Mushroom Kingdom Hearts looks 

good. Hopefully, it will come out for 

my Sega Neptune or iGame. That is, 

if I can tear myself away from Astrod

long enough to play it.

—JC Foster

Well played, sir. Well played indeed.

Brazilian whacks
I was quoted in your gaming-around-

the-world story (EGM #214) as saying 

that Brazilians don’t like games that 

“use the brain,” and I fear that my joke 

was lost in translation (remember, I 

learned English from game manuals). 

What I meant to say is that Brazilians 

like games with “more intensity.”

—Pietro Marafiga Monteiro

No harm done, Pietro. We’re sure no 

one really thought Brazilians were 

lacking in the brain department. 

After all, you have to be a friggin’ 

genius to come up with the idea 

of a restaurant where all the meat 

is served off of swords. Hooray, 

swordmeat!

More Dyack flack
After listening to March 12’s EGM

Live* podcast, I found myself so infuri-

ated that I had to voice my opinion. 

I can’t believe [Silicon Knights presi-

dent] Denis Dyack is so clueless as to 

how criticism is supposed to work; he 

For writing this 

month’s winning let-

ter, Donovan receives 

a scintillating prize.

> FABI-TO-THE-OH

Ask an EGM cover model

Dear Fabio: I’ve suffered from asthma my entire life, 

and it’s taken a toll on my body. I need to start losing 

weight, but it’s hard for me to commit to an exercise 

routine. Do you have any advice that can help me stick 

to a plan?                                                         —Felix L.

Fabio responds: Any trained professional can 

design a routine for you, but none of them will work 

until you change your mindset. Only when you are 

ready to commit to a workout routine will you begin 

to see results. Set small goals for 

yourself. Positive results will create 

a positive mindset. Good luck!

Have a question about games, love, protein drinks, or anything else for 

Fabio (the real Fabio), who appeared on the cover of EGM Issue #3? 

Please send it to EGM@ziffdavis.com, subject: “Help me, Fabio!” 

� Fabio: a para-

dise unto himself.

LETTERS
> april’s fools, dissing dyack, and home for the holidays
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� Leek’s awakening.



Hi friend, 

We are very glad to send you this magazine. The original post here: 

http://avaxhome.ru/magazines/eegm-07-06.html 

We also provide many ways for you to obtain the stuff. 

1. Visit http://avaxhome.ru/magazines to see latest magazines 

2. Come to see all my posts at Avaxhome Blog: http://avaxhome.ru/blogs/vietmagz 

3. Drop a look at my Rapidshare EEGM Folder or Megaupload EEGM Folder 

to download older (and newer) issues.  

4. Email me notemart@gmail.com with subject 

EEGM links request 

to receive the direct links right into your inbox every time a new issue be released. 

Note: Your letters will be automatically filter, so plz used the exact subject above, 

otherwise, you’ll receive no issue at all. 

Best regard, 

   

   

http://avaxhome.ru/blogs/vietmagz�
http://avaxhome.ru/magazines/eegm-07-06.html
http://avaxhome.ru/magazines
http://avaxhome.ru/blogs/vietmagz
http://rapidshare.com/users/SCC921
http://www.megaupload.com/?f=CX1WC5YT
mailto:notemart@gmail.com
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repeatedly said that he wanted EGM

to be more critical in its previews, yet 

he somehow took offense to previous 

critical reaction to [an early version] 

of Too Human that he admitted prob-

ably should not have been shown 

in public. While I have occasional 

problems with some of the preview 

and review crews’ opinions, this is to 

be expected. After all, it is extremely 

arrogant to think that everyone else’s 

opinions would match my own. Why 

is it that Dyack can’t admit that a pre-

viewer for Too Human had an opinion 

that he did not expect? He kept trying 

to veil his insults, saying (I’m para-

phrasing), “I’m afraid for the negative 

reaction EGM will receive when the 

game is released.” Why is he afraid of 

the effect the preview would have on 

the readers? I am insulted that Dyack 

thinks I am a mere “sheep” who can-

not think for himself and will slavishly 

follow someone else’s opinion.

—Jeffrey Hanson

Wait, are you saying we don’t con-

trol your buying decisions with 

the cranium-melting power of our 

sturdy, fearsome writing? Aw, man.

We really need to have a talk with 

the bastards who are supposed to 

be putting the subliminal messages 

into the magazine. It’s not working.

Meanwhile, for a somewhat more 

blunt perspective, check out how 

this guy put it:

That Too Human developer guy was 

a dick on EGM Live*. Why couldn’t 

he get what Mark was saying? If 

I showed you one of my turds on 

Monday, I wouldn’t expect you to say 

it was great, even if I promise you it’s 

going to be a flower by Friday.  

—William Clifton

Thank you, William, for an image 

that we will never be able to scrub 

from our subconscious.

Gift horses...and the dental 
records thereof
Before now, I didn’t think the 

PlayStation 3 was worth as much 

as a core Xbox 360, let alone $600. 

However, recently, Sony debuted 

its plans for Home. This, coupled 

up with the future releases the PS3 

has on track (Metal Gear Solid 4,

LittleBigPlanet, etc.) and what’s out 

now (Virtua Fighter 5 and, um...yeah) 

has got me thinking about getting one. 

However, when I look into what the 

community thinks, I see a lot of nega-

tivity. I see a lot of “I don’t need that,” 

or “That’ll never work,” or hundreds of 

theories on how this thing is going to 

fall apart. What I have to say to them 

is this: Shut up. Why are you com-

plaining? You ask for Sony to deliver, 

and when it appears that they finally 

are, you continue to naysay. And you 

know what? It’s free. If you walked 

into a store and saw a “free, take one” 

rack, would you walk up to the clerk 

and say “I don’t know.... I don’t really 

need this. Why are you offering it to 

me?” He would look at you like you 

were crazy. If you don’t like it, don’t 

take it, and don’t complain.

—David Thurman

You’re right—Home will be free, so 

anyone who’s at all curious about 

it should be able to just download 

it and check it out for themselves 

this fall. And there’s nothing wrong 

with having a li’l healthy skepticism 

about the wildly ambitious service. 

But we’ve also witnessed that same 

baseless message-board negativity 

that you speak of, and we’re pretty 

sure that it stems from loyal Xbox 

Live subscribers who view Sony’s 

expansive, avatar-based community 

as a major threat to their $50-a-

year premium service. Just be glad 

that you weren’t ambushed by 

Nintendo faithfuls who’ve convinced 

themselves that having a different 

16-digit friend code for each online 

game is pure genius.

Potty mouths: not just for 
the prepubescent anymore!
I was reading EGM #214, and I came 

across an interview with [Microsoft 

corporate VP] Peter Moore where 

you asked, “Isn’t there a way to kick 

the foul-mouthed, 12-year-old, rac-

ist homophobes off of Xbox Live a 

little bit more quickly?” Well, I’m 14 

years old, and I have no problem 

whatsoever with wanting to kick those 

who use foul language and racial 

slurs off of Xbox Live permanently. 

But I’ve noticed foul-mouthed, rac-

ist homophobes of all ages. There is 

a large percentage of kids who are 

misinformed, but there are also many 

who are older. Many of the kids I meet 

may think they’re too cool for school, 

but many of the kids my age are good 

people and don’t deserve to be called 

out like this. It makes our generation 

seem like scum who cannot control 

what we say or how we think of oth-

ers. So, please—next time, leave out 

the age.

—Ben Procious

Oh, Ben—someday you’ll be older, 

and you’ll understand. 

No, just kidding; you make a very 

good point. We didn’t mean to imply 

that only the 12-year-olds are out of 

line. It’s just that there’s something 

particularly nauseating about 

hearing that kind of inexcusable 

filth delivered in a voice that hasn’t

dropped yet. It makes us weep for 

the future.

Braaaiiiinnnss
In EGM #214’s preview of Left 4 Dead,

under the heading “Meth Zombies,” 

the second paragraph begins with a 

quote from [Turtle Rock Studios head] 

Michael Booth that reads, “My favorite 

zombie movie is 28 Days Later.” Wow, 

if that’s his favorite “zombie movie,” 

he certainly didn’t pay attention very 

well, because 28 Days Later is not 

a zombie movie at all. In the film, 

living people become infected with 

a fictional virus called “Rage.” The 

pathogen enters their body through.... 

[Excruciating detail removed. –Ed.]

Anyway, I’m still very excited for the 

game. I just thought some one should 

let Michael know he needs to pick a 

new favorite in that category.

—Justin Dakin

Dude. Does the movie have swarms 

of mindless creatures, driven by an 

unquenchable bloodlust, attacking 

a handful of terrified survivors who 

have to make do with just their wits 

and whatever’s lying around? Then 

it’s a zombie movie. The enemies 

could be the undead, or infected 

humans, or Canada geese in heat, 

for all we care. If it fits the formula, 

it’s a zombie movie. P

> CONTACT EGM

E-mail: EGM@ziffdavis.com

Snail mail:

EGM Letters

101 2nd Street, 8th Floor

San Francisco, CA  94105

Subscription help:

Web: www.zdmcirc.com

Phone: (800) 779-1174

In EGM #214’s “Take 

This Job” story about 

pro gamer Alexis 

Hebert, we said she 

is a Major League 

Gaming pro. She 

actually plays for the 

PMS clan of girl gam-

ers (her nickname: 

PMS Tart), and MLG 

is just one of the 

leagues in which she 

competes.

>  OOPS!

� Hell hath no fury like 

a Silicon Knight scorned.
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> EXCLUSIVE FIRST LOOK

Can the PSP handle this Spartan? By Matt Leone

God of War: 
CHAINS OF

OLYMPUS
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THE GOD OF WAR SERIES HAS 

ALWAYS HAD A TOUCHY RELA-

TIONSHIP with the concept of time, 

using it to both save Kratos and kill 

those around him, create memorable 

flashback cut-scenes, and even help 

finish off God of War II in a glorious 

Back to the Future–style moment 

(we’ll spare you the spoilers if you 

haven’t seen it yet). So for God of 

War: Chains of Olympus—an origi-

nal game headed to the PlayStation 

Portable—it’s only natural that the 

developers mine Kratos’ timeline once 

again. Here they’re jumping back to 

Platform:

PSP

Publisher:

Sony Computer 

Entertainment

America

Developer:

Ready At Dawn

Release Date: 

Late 2007

� The game begins with a battle against the Persian army. And like 

some other Spartans, Kratos doesn’t mind fighting them in the shade.
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GOD OF WAR (cont.)

HOW MANY IS TOO MANY?
Time for the developers to revisit the classics

After seeing Barlog and co. cram an almost uncountable number of bosses into God of War II, we started 

wondering: At what point will the developers simply run out of characters to pull from Greek mythology? 

“Yeah, that’s definitely a challenge,” says Barlog. “The good thing is, when you really look at mythology, 

we’re going to run out of characters that are pop-culture mythology characters...but there are a lot of char-

acters from mythology that we can pull from. They’re just either the harder-to-pronounce characters or 

from really, really unknown mythology.” So watch out, Hecatoncheires—your 50 heads, 100 arms, and “say 

wha–?” moniker may be next on Kratos’ chopping block.

the early days before the first game 

took place, during the 10-year period 

when Mr. Clean was in service to 

the gods of Olympus and visiting plac-

es like Hades and even Tartarus. 

“He didn’t just start off all pissed off 

and taken advantage of,” says Sony 

Santa Monica’s Cory Barlog, who now 

acts as the director of the entire God

of War franchise. “There was a time...

when he did have maybe a little bit of 

faith, but that faith started to crumble 

a little bit—when he started to see 

some cracks in the stories [the gods] 

were telling him.” That aspect also 

interests Ru Weerasuriya, cofounder 

of developer Ready At Dawn. “The 

Santa Monica team and I are really 

closely attached to the human side of 

Kratos,” he says. “From Kratos being 

the son of Zeus, his servitude to the 

gods, the murder of his family, to 

his years spent in exile—there were 

so many questions raised in the first 

game that we all wanted to explore.”

In capable hands
While Barlog serves as the direc-

tor and some of the Santa Monica 

staff are involved as consultants, the 

majority of development on this PSP 

game takes place an hour across 

town in Ready At Dawn’s Santa Ana 

studio. The group there currently has 

one game under its belt—Daxter, a 

portable spin-off of the Jak & Daxter

series—but its track record is close 

to ideal for a game of this sort. And 

Ready At Dawn has the same goal 

with Chains of Olympus as it did with 

its first project: Make a console-style 

game that just happens to be on 

the PSP.

Of course, to achieve that goal 

the game has to look pretty. While 

Daxter’s visuals were good enough to 

earn award nominations, Weerasuriya 

estimates that the game used about 

50 to 60 percent of the PSP’s capa-

bilities. Chains of Olympus will bump 

that percentage quite a bit higher. “I 

think that graphically, people will be 

stunned,” he says. “It’ll be like hold-

ing a PS2 in your hands...if all goes 

well.” From the look of these screens, 

it seems like Ready At Dawn’s off to 

a fine start.

Keeping the core
While the developer has the graphics 

pretty much down, it’ll lean on Barlog 

and the God of War fundamentals for 

the gameplay. “I really, really, really 

hesitate to use the word ‘formula’ 

because I don’t want to make it sound 

like it’s just rubber-stamping it, but 

there is kind of a guideline I think 

� Ah, so that explains why Soul

Calibur’s Voldo wears a mask. 
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GOD OF WAR (cont.)

that we stick with,” he says. That’ll 

translate into a big opener, lots of 

bosses, the same default weapon, 

a roster of magic powers, and the 

same balance of action/exploration/

puzzles/story that players have come 

to expect from the franchise. Some of 

the mechanics introduced later in the 

series may not fit naturally given the 

timeline (Pegasus is out, for example), 

but those who played God of War II

know the developers aren’t above 

taking some liberties with the game-

play mechanics by renaming them 

if necessary. “We’re bringing almost 

everything back,” says Barlog.

They’re likely introducing new ele-

ments as well, but the developers 

aren’t ready to talk specifics just 

yet. But given the popular vehicular 

segments in Daxter, we wouldn’t be 

surprised to see Kratos riding some-

thing other than Pegasus. Barlog says, 

though, that there won’t be anything 

too extreme like a multiplayer mode 

that would change the franchise’s 

core gameplay.

Play it right
Obviously, moving Kratos to Sony’s 

handheld isn’t simply a cut-and-paste 

process, as the PSP is a few buttons 

and an analog stick short of a PS2 

controller. Armchair developers know 

that God of War’s fixed camera works 

well here (No right analog stick? No 

problem!), which means that evading 

and certain aspects like magic/weap-

on switching will likely shift around 

in the transition. Barlog assures us 

that all of those features will be in 

the game, with a toggle option being 

considered for the roll maneuver. 

“We’ve got a lot of options right now,” 

he says. “The big thing with us is that 

we playtest everything like crazy. We 

make sure that what we’re doing is 

kind of beaten up by a large cross 

section of gamers.... We didn’t really 

even have the control scheme for 

God of War I until about two or three 

months before launch. And since it is 

kind of moving onto a new piece of 

hardware, we’re going to be very, very 

cautious to ensure that the decision 

we make is the right one.”

With any luck, that level of care will 

produce a portable game as impres-

sive as the PS2 titles before it. The 

ambition’s certainly there (you seldom 

hear PSP developers use the word 

“epic” as often as these guys), and 

God of War III doesn’t look to tear 

through the PS3 for quite some time. 

So here’s to the series ending the year 

as strong as it started. P

� Graphically, God of War’s transition to 

the PSP is already lookin’ quite good.
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> CH-CH-CH-CHANGES

With Microsoft’s and Sony’s systems still evolving, 

should you buy one now or bide your time? 

By Crispin Boyer and Shane Bettenhausen
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THE CONSOLE WAR HAS A NEW 

CASUALTY: The early adopter. Now 

that Microsoft is releasing a deluxe 

Elite model of the Xbox 360 (see 

details on page 24) more than a year 

after the Core and Pro versions of 

the system debuted, tech-obsessed 

gamers can no longer buy new con-

soles on day one without wondering 

if an enhanced version will hit later.

Microsoft isn’t apologizing. “I work 

with a guy who loves Corvettes,” 

says John Rodman, group product 

manager of the Xbox platform and 

Xbox Live, “and every time he reads 

about a new [one] coming out with 

50 more horsepower, he knows he 

can’t go to a Chevy dealer and trade 

up for a new engine. Sometimes, you 

have to draw lines. It’s just a reality 

of consumer electronics.”

But this reality of consoles seeing 

a feature-enhancing do-over later 

in their life span is one that gamers 

haven’t had to deal with until now. 

Even the PlayStation 3, still giving off 

that fresh-from-the-box scent in the 

U.S., received under-the-hood down-

grades for its late-March European 

launch. How much more could these 

systems evolve—both in hardware 

specs and the experiences they 

offer? We track their potential prog-

ress over the next 12 months to help 

you non-early-adopter types decide 

when to take the plunge....

Works in
PROGRESS
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WORKS IN PROGRESS (cont.)

Xbox 360: The Next Year... 
Now: Back in black
Offering high-end features that tech-

savvy gamers will want but certainly 

don’t need—namely, a hard drive 

six times larger than the standard 

model and an HDMI port and cable 

for easier 1080p connectivity to TVs 

that support this super-hi-res video 

mode—the just-launched matte-

black $480 Xbox 360 Elite package 

is Microsoft’s permanent high-end 

member of its now three-tier Xbox 

360 family ( joining the $300 Core and 

$400 Pro versions). 

Yet just as interesting is what the 

Elite pack doesn’t offer: It’s missing 

the cooler-running, more efficient 

65-nanometer chipset that Microsoft 

will eventually build into the 360 as 

a cost-cutting measure. The Elite 

has the same noisy innards as the 

previous models, which have taken 

fire for their defect rate (fortunately, 

Microsoft recently beefed up its 

warranty program). The Elite also 

lacks an HD-DVD drive and wire-

less Internet adapter—tech that 

would’ve put it on par with the $600 

PlayStation 3 (which offers built-in 

Wi-Fi and plays HD-DVD com-

petitor Blu-ray discs). “Apparently, 

[Microsoft] perceives there is a gap 

in the market for a higher-end box 

between the existing Xbox 360 

and PS3 price points,” says Lazard 

Capital Markets Senior Research 

Analyst Colin Sebastian, “and they 

will probably make the case that 

gamers don’t need a Blu-ray player 

for a high-end experience.”

Bingo. Microsoft insists that if 

gamers really want a high-definition 

disc player or Wi-Fi adapter, they can 

buy those components separately 

and add them on (for $200 and $100 

respectively). “We didn’t want to 

burden people with the cost of sce-

narios that they otherwise might not 

be interested in,” says Microsoft’s 

John Rodman. “I think, quite frankly, 

they would rather have that extra 

money to buy games.” Still, it’s easy 

to interpret the Elite unit’s lack of a 

built-in HD-DVD drive in another way: 

that Microsoft is losing confidence in 

the format, especially amid reports 

of flagging interest in HD-DVD from 

major studios such as Fox. “We are 

absolutely 100 percent behind HD-

DVD as a format,” Rodman insists, 

adding that Microsoft doesn’t have 

any designs on a stand-alone Blu-ray 

player should that format prevail.

Owners of the older Core- and 

Pro-model 360s can buy the 120-gig 

hard drive separately for a pricey 

$180 and use an included cable to 

transfer old saves. The larger drives 

will likely be popular among gam-

ers who make heavy use of Xbox 

Live Marketplace’s movie- and TV-

show–download service, which has 

recently snagged more programming 

and participating networks. With the 

larger hard drive available separately, 

the only Elite feature that owners of 

previous-model 360s can’t access 

without buying the new console is 

its HDMI port—a techie perk that 

might piss off people who recently 

bought a 360 just prior to the Elite’s 

launch, hence just missing out on 

the enhanced model. “I can’t really 

see how any current owners are 

ticked off,” says Wedbush Morgan 

Securities Analyst Michael Pachter, 

“any more than owners of 720p TVs 

were ticked off when the 1080p TV 

was introduced.”

In six months: Live free?
When Sony’s Home online service 

rolls out this fall, PS3 gamers will 

get for free many of the community 

features they’d have to pay 50 bucks 

a year for on Xbox Live. So surely 

Microsoft will drop its Gold-level 

membership costs to compete, right 

(and perhaps recoup costs via more 

in-network advertising)? 

For now, Microsoft insists that its 

Xbox Live membership fees won’t go 

away just because Sony’s offering 

a comparable free service. In fact, 

company reps reckon it’ll take Sony 

much longer than expected to even 

offer comparable features. “Sony’s 

‘free’ multiplayer game offering has 

been around for four years,” says 

Rodman, “while Xbox Live has grown 

to 6 million worldwide. In that time, 

we learned that ‘free’ does not mean 

‘better’ when it comes to multiplayer 

gaming. Free can be code for a dis-

jointed and unpredictable experience 

where cheaters, griefers, viruses, and 

hackers can run rampant.”

A year from now: The 360’s 
answer to waggle control? 
Despite the Wii’s success, Microsoft 

reps say they don’t see a demand 

among gamers for motion-sens-

ing control. “The Xbox 360 wireless 

controller is one of the most popular 

controllers of all time,” says Rodman. 

“Until we hear otherwise from our 

customers, we will continue to inte-

grate the same...controllers.”

But that’s what he’s saying now. 

Microsoft has hinted at control inno-

vations down the road—even, rumor 

has it, toying with the idea of pack-

ing a special joypad with Halo 3. We 

reckon that Microsoft will show its 

hand within a year...

� With new TVs offering 1080p via component 

input, the Elite’s HDMI port isn’t quite crucial. 

> EGM MESSAGE-BOARD POLL

Seeing the Xbox 360 $480 Elite package 
on store shelves makes you...

16%

17%

...glad. You’ve been 

holding out on buying 

the 360 until now.

...sad. You 

bought a 360 

recently—if only 

you had waited! 

30%
...mad. Why didn’t they 

include an HD-DVD player 

and built-in Wi-Fi?
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...addled. At that price, 

you might as well buy a 

PlayStation 3.

37%

> ARE YOU AN ELITIST?

Why you want an Xbox 360 Elite:

It costs the same prices as a Core plus the 120GB hard drive—

and comes with an HDMI cable. HDMI’s one-cable solution for 

audio and video makes hookup simple.

Why you don’t:

The difference in visual fidelity between component and HDMI 

input is almost negligible. Plus, those hoping for Dolby TrueHD 

and DTS-HD audio from your HD-DVDs or games are out of luck: 

The Elite’s 1.2 spec HDMI cable doesn’t support those modes. 
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WORKS IN PROGRESS (cont.)

PlayStation 3: The Next Year...
Now: Shocking the system
Arriving four months behind sched-

ule and bearing a ridiculously lofty 

price tag (roughly $800 U.S.), the 

PlayStation 3 staggered into the 

European marketplace on March 23. 

But this PS3 isn’t precisely the same 

beast that U.S. and Japanese gam-

ers have been going into debt for. To 

cut production costs, Sony removed 

the Emotion Engine and Graphics 

Synthesizer components, two chunks 

of legacy hardware that allowed for 

nearly universal backward compat-

ibility with PS1 and PS2 software. 

Now, the PS3 plays older games 

via software-based emulation. The 

upside? Asides from saving Sony 

some cash, this trade-off allows 

some games to be upscanned to 

a crisp 720p HD resolution with 

full-scene antialiasing, a technique 

that smooths out jaggy edges. The 

downside? Not all games currently 

work—at the time of launch, 1,782 

games (some 72 percent of the 

full PS2 library) function, but many 

imperfectly. With key titles such as 

Guitar Hero and Metal Gear Solid 2

left off the compatibility list, Sony 

(like Microsoft) will have to continue 

to append the support through 

downloadable system updates. And 

this isn’t just Europe’s problem. 

Although Sony’s U.S. branch has not 

confirmed any concrete plans, this 

reworked PS3 hardware is expected 

to spread globally as the standard 

hardware in the coming months.  

It’s also of note that the European 

PS3 comes in only one configura-

tion—the deluxe model with a 60-gig 

hard drive and built-in Wi-Fi support. 

Sony didn’t even bother shipping 

the basic 20-gig version there, and 

its absence likely didn’t make much 

of an impact. So far, the $500 20-gig 

unit has accounted for less than 20 

percent of total U.S. PS3 shipments. 

Best Buy recently announced that 

it would cease to carry the vaguely 

mythical 20-gigger—yet, so far, Sony 

denies reports that the unpopular 

bundle is going away.

In six months: Home invasion
Starting this fall, Sony’s ambitious 

new Home service will connect all 

PS3 users to a free online com-

munity where gamers can social-

ize, compete in multiplayer games, 

and consume goods and services 

(both real and virtual). It’s a glitzy 

departure from what console gam-

ers have known of online gaming 

up until now—those weaned on the 

no-nonsense menus of Xbox Live or 

impersonal Nintendo DS friend codes 

might find Home’s lifelike avatars 

and ornate pubic spaces to be an 

indulgent waste of time. But for mil-

lions of Americans hooked on social-

networking sites like MySpace and 

virtual worlds like Second Life, Home 

could be a big selling point. 

Sony also hopes to make Home an 

effective marketing tool to directly 

reach its consumers. Users travers-

ing the public spaces will not only be 

inundated with ads for new games, 

movies, TV shows, and music, but 

they’ll also be able to visit separate 

interactive worlds created to hype 

individual products. “We’re creating 

a platform and populating that plat-

form with a few content ideas our-

selves,” explains Phil Harrison, head 

of Sony Worldwide Studios, “but 

ultimately, we want to democratize it 

and allow anybody to build spaces in 

Home. There might be a SpongeBob

space in Home, and there might be a 

Killzone space, and you know, every-

thing in between.” 

A year from now: PS3’s 
price will take a dive
Considering its premium price tag, 

the PS3 has performed well during 

its first five months on the market. 

Sales of the system, thanks in part 

to its successful launch in Europe, 

have outpaced the PS2’s during the 

same time frame. But Nintendo’s 

value-priced Wii has embarrassed 

them all, amassing stunning sales 

figures across the globe. Could price 

be a bigger deterrent than Sony 

predicted? Many industry analysts 

have gone on the record as saying 

that the PS3 price must come down 

sooner rather than later if Sony is to 

keep Nintendo from dominating this 

generation while still holding off the 

strong competition from Microsoft’s 

Xbox 360. 

A price cut of at least $100 by 

mid-2008 seems like a given, but 

some predict that we might see 

such a move worldwide this fall. Yuji 

Fujimori, analyst for securities firm 

Goldman Sachs, recently stated that 

a $100 price drop this October won’t 

undermine the PS3’s long-term prof-

itability, thanks to cost-cutting mea-

sures similar to those implemented 

in the European model. “The PS3 

price has long been cited as high,” 

Fujimori wrote, going on to explain 

that slashing prices historically trig-

gers huge sales gains. Considering 

the crowded gaming battlefield this 

holiday season, Sony may have no 

other alternative. P

� Could the PS3’s European backward-

compatibility problems come here?

� Home promises Xbox Live–style 

features with metrosexual avatars.
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Platform:

PlayStation 2

Likelihood

it’ll come 

here: The first 

game didn’t 

grace our 

lands, so don’t 

expect this 

one to, either.

Tales games seem to come out 

more often than Madden these 

days. Namco Bandai’s reignited 

interest in releasing role-playing 

games with titles that start with 

“Tales of” in the U.S. just makes it 

seem like a recent phenomenon. The 

series is mighty enormous in Japan, 

with 17 total games since 1995 and 

at least two new titles or spin-offs 

per year for the past half-decade. 

In Japan, a lot of the popularity 

stems from the characters—and 

since each game’s set in its own 

separate universe, the idea of cross-

overs between games is the stuff of 

dreams for thousands of Tales fans.

Is this where Fandom comes in?

Yep—Tales of Fandom Vol. 2 (sequel 

to a similar 2002 PlayStation 1 title) 

is a wordy, text-based adventure 

game (not a traditional RPG, weirdly 

enough) starring characters from 

Tales of Phantasia (GBA), Tales 

of Symphonia (GC), and Tales of 

the Abyss (PS2), all mixed up and 

questing about together. The story 

expands on some of the older plots 

from these past games, but largely, 

it’s all an excuse for more character 

art, more voice acting, and more 

stuff to make hardcore Tales fans 

swoon...or, uh, perhaps do some-

thing else entirely....

> ADVANCED WAR

OPTIONS

> FOREIGN OBJECT/JAPAN

For anime-role-playing-

game nerds like you

Tales of Fandom 
VOL. 2

OK, so Ghost Recon: Advanced 

Warfighter 2 is mostly a moderate 

upgrade from the original, but we’re 

still gung-ho for the multiplayer. So we 

asked GRAW 2’s multiplayer develop-

ers, Red Storm, to give us some of 

their favorite online game types. 

Team Mission Redux
Settings: Start with the Team Mission 

game mode and customize it so that 

respawns are set to five individuals, 

enemy A.I. support is off, and demo 

locations are set to five zones. Play on 

a medium- to large-sized map.

Number of players: 10-16

Comments from the developers:

“The additional respawns result in lon-

ger firefights in and around the demo 

locations, forcing the attacking team 

to truly coordinate and cover each 

other to successfully plant a charge.”

Co-op Front Line
Settings: Create a custom Co-op 

Territory mode with the following set-

tings: respawns off, enemy density 

infinite, one base zone, and enemy 

difficulty to hard. This is most fun 

on larger maps that are more open 

around the A Zone.

Number of players: 4-8

Comments: “With no respawns, play-

ers have to really stick together and 

learn to cover each other as team-

mates get wounded and need medical 

attention.”

Team Elimination
Settings: No launchers, drones 

optional.

Number of players: 8-10

Comments: “You can’t beat the clas-

sics sometimes—a small- to medium-

sized map with teams of four to five 

makes for an excellent match.”

Team Territory Blind Siege
Settings: Start a Team Territory game 

and select Blind Siege.

Number of players: 10-16

Comments: “Call us old-fashioned, 

but we love straightforward Blind 

Siege while alternating sides between 

rounds. Blind Siege offers a lot 

of replay, since you’re not always 

assaulting/defending the same zone. 

That’s another reason for switching 

sides between matches.”
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A game with genuine faults By Michael Donahoe

Fracture
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> PREVIEW: EXCLUSIVE FIRST LOOK



Platforms:

PS3/XB360

Publisher:

LucasArts

Developer:

Day 1

Release Date: 

Summer 2008

FIRST RULE WHEN UNVEILING 

A NEW GAME TO THE PRESS:

Tell us it’s going to rock. But in 

the case of Fracture, that isn’t just 

some clichéd PR lingo. When Denny 

Thorley, president of developer Day 

1 (MechAssault series), tells us that 

his futuristic, Civil War–inspired third-

person shooter is going to rock, he’s 

actually selling the game short. This 

thing literally blows boulders. 

Aggro crag
Fracture drops you into the war-

torn wastelands of a broken-down 

United States where, at first glance, 

it looks like a bulldozer is needed to 

clear a path. But really, who wants 

to deal with heavy machinery on the 

battlefield? So instead you’ll have 

specialized grenades that alter the 

landscape in both destructive and 

constructive ways. “If you’re solving 

a problem with the gun, you’re prob-

ably not maximizing your key fea-

ture, the terrain deformation,” says 

Thorley. “We want to make other 

games feel static.” In some ways, 

they will—tweaking Mother Earth is 

by far the most engaging aspect of 

Fracture’s otherwise typical shooter 

makeup. It’s pretty simple, too: 

Chuck a subsonic ’nade to create 

a massive crater at your feet. Want 

to raise the roof? That’s where the 

tectonic variety comes in—that 

particular grenade classification lifts 

the ground to create small hills of 

rubble. And when you have both in 

your possession, you’ll be a man at 

work...permanently.

Creative construction 
Manipulating the environment could 

potentially come across as nothing 

more than a next-gen gimmick. But 

from what we’ve seen so far, that’s 

not the case, thanks mostly to some-

thing a few recent games (we’re 

looking at you, Crackdown) forgot to 

add: variety. “We give the player the >
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� Having trouble making this jump? No worries; you can raise 

the ground below you with one of Fracture’s tectonic grenades.
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ability to shape the battlefield on the 

fly, in lots of different ways and lots 

of different purposes,” says Producer 

David Perkinson. “You can use ter-

rain deformation to destroy, solve 

puzzles, navigate, take cover, and  

gain a tactical advantage.” 

He ain’t lying; during our demo, 

we witnessed everything Perkinson 

just listed. And while it’s fun to watch 

suckers fly after getting thrown 

upward from a tectonic blast, the 

most intriguing parts of this game-

play mechanic involve using your 

noggin. Here’s an average example: 

In order to get into a guarded bun-

ker, you’ll have to sling a subsonic 

grenade to burrow your way inside. 

Pretty nice, but you’d probably figure 

that out just messing around. Now 

here’s an awesome example: You’re 

tasked with destroying giant mortars 

FRACTURE (cont.)

located in a small room guarded by 

energy shields above. Think you can 

destroy the cannons with blast of a 

rocket? Sorry, soldier—the mortars 

are impenetrable to measly rocket 

fire. Now what? You can always try 

shooting it again (if you’re dumb) or 

(if you’re smart) you can toss a tec-

tonic grenade to raise the floor and 

make the mortar crash and explode 

against its own energy shield. Now 

that’s both crafty and cool...and 

just one of the many puzzles you’ll 

encounter during the game. 

But when you’re not pondering 

over puzzles, you’ll most likely be 

using the terrain deformation to aid 

you in achieving the typical video-

game goal: killing dudes. And you 

can really shake things up using 

the different ground-movers to your 

advantage. “There’s going to be 

times in the game that are going to 

be very contemplative, and you’re 

going to need to use strategy,” says 

Thorley. At first, it might be tough 

to construct a working plan in your 

head, but after using both the sub-

sonic and tectonic grenades for a 

while, it’s easy to see the advan-

tages of having them in your arsenal. 

They can be used for simple stuff 

like creating cover or, if you’re really 

sadistic, crushing a room of soldiers 

against the ceiling with a single tec-

tonic blast. So the fun isn’t so much 

killing enemies—it’s finding creative 

ways to do it. 

Alternative arsenal
Raising and lowering the ground is 

a strong base for the gameplay, but 

the combat really reaches its peak 

when you factor in the variety of 

clever weapons. Our favorite one, 

the vortex grenade, takes soldiers 

for a spin. “The vortex creates this 

giant swirling mass of earth, dust, 

and rocks that sucks in any soldier 

that’s in the environment and then 

We give the player the ability to 
shape the battlefield on the fly.

>

—Fracture Producer David Perkinson

� Fracture will also have a multiplayer mode, which 

hopefully has some groundbreaking moments just like this.

>
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explodes with great force,” says 

Perkinson. “You can even feed more 

energy into it to create a more pow-

erful explosion.” In layman’s terms, 

you can shoot a rocket near the tor-

nado, watch it join the swirl, and then 

witness an even crazier kaboom. 

This leads us to the game’s rocket 

launcher, dubbed the Bangalore. 

What’s interesting about this firearm 

isn’t its primary rocket-firing capa-

bilities (been there, shot that), but 

rather its subterranean secondary 

function. If you choose this option, 

the rocket will torpedo underground 

until you trigger the explosion, com-

plete with an unnecessary (but totally 

awesome) slow-mo effect. The last 

weapon we dig is the boulder gun, 

which...well, shoots giants boulders 

out of a tiny barrel. Don’t even ask 

how that’s possible—it’s the freakin’ 

future, OK? P

A country divided
UNCIVIL WAR

Reshaping the world isn’t just going to happen on the battlefield; Fracture’s story 

will determine the fate of the United States. Set in the distant future, a bunch of 

egghead scientists create Genetically Engineered Humans (GEHs). That’s great, 

until these GEHs become littered with a bunch of nasty problems: cancers, 

disabilities, and deformities. This causes the East Coast of the U.S. to outlaw 

genetic engineering and sends the scientists packing to the West to continue 

their research. After a series of catastrophes, the U.S. is split in half, leaving the 

Atlantic Alliance in the East and the Pacificans in the West. Then the two sides—

you guessed it—start an all-out war. It’s a cool concept for a game (especially 

when you’re fighting in familiar, albeit ravaged, American locales), but we’d really 

like to give the main character, Mason Briggs, a genetic makeover. That guy is 

too bloody generic. 

FRACTURE (cont.)

� You may be blowin’ up crap in Fracture, but its 

main dude hardly has an explosive personality.
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Word Up

> ONLINE SCENE

Diving into developer blogs By John Brandon

> NOW SHOWING AT

GAMEVIDEOS

We’ve got some of the best of

GameVideos.com’s game, uh, videos 

over at GameVideos.com/EGM.

LOL: Gears of War A-Team
Not-quite shot-by-shot remake of the 

A-Team intro, except using Marcus 

Fenix and company from Gears of 

War, by JayFross.

ZOMG: GTA4 Trailer + 
Impressions
See the first footage of Grand Theft 

Auto IV for PS3/XB360. And then 

watch as EGM and 1UP editors dis-

sect it in minute detail.

FTW: The Minibosses Live 
in San Francisco
Kick-ass concert footage of such 

Minibosses hits as “Castlevania III 

Theme,” “Ninja Gaiden Theme,” 

“Goonies II Theme,” and other awe-

some themes. Devil horns.

WTF: Clive Barker’s Jericho 
Interview
See EGM’s interview with Hellraiser

director and the titular Clive Barker of 

Clive Barker’s Jericho. If you only see 

one interviewee talking about a “cor-

rupted onion,” make it this one.

Gaming blogs are blowin’ up. On one end, you’ve got news sites like 

Kotaku; on the other end, you’ve got big developers like God of War

creator David Jaffe. Well, you might read those, but how about these? 

Derek Daniels  
http://lowfierce.blogspot.com/

God of War developer Derek Daniels posts YouTube 

vids of games he likes, only to analyze them with 

his critical eye. On Ghost Rider, he remarks: “I beat 

the whole game, and I still don’t understand the 

story.” Daniels also jokes about the “sequel tax” 

added to the review scores of God of War II.

Ben Mattes 
http://toomuchimagination.blogspot.com/

Think game companies find their developers with 

job postings? Well, according to Prince of Persia: 

The Two Thrones Producer Ben Mattes, some 

hire peeps via mysterious packages—one of his 

posts explains the cool (albeit borderline stalkerish) 

approach one developer used to recruit new blood.

Patrick Curry
http://www.patrickcurry.com/thoughts/

Stranglehold developer Patrick Curry posts about 

how to get a foot in the door in the industry, sug-

gesting that—if you’re serious—it helps to read 

(gasp) textbooks on design and development; he 

goes on to list the books he likes. Curry’s a great 

read for anyone actually considering the jump. 

Jane McGonigal
http://avantgame.blogspot.com/

Yeah, Jane McGonigal hasn’t worked on a huge 

game, but this indie designer helped create the 

infamous Halo 2 I Love Bees campaign. Her blog 

is full of witty commentaries about alternative-real-

ity gaming. She also shows up on CNN and other 

news channels (in case reading is too hard for you).

Capcom Unity 
http://www.capcom-unity.com/blogs.php

Capcom nuts jonesing for online journals about 

some of the publisher’s popular franchises like Lost

Planet and Phoenix Wright will dig all the interest-

ing info spread throughout the site. Sure, the blogs 

have a bit of a corporate feel to them, but at least 

Capcom is giving fans an insider look at its games.    
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We wanted to expand upon 
Manhunt ’s gameplay and aesthetic 

to create a new storyline that is even 
more dark and disturbing.

WHEN YOUR BLOOD PRESSURE 

RISES IN THE DOCTOR’S OFFICE

but nowhere else, that’s called white-

coat syndrome. Yet we have an alter-

native definition: White-coat syndrome 

should also refer to scientists who, 

once they toss on that work attire, 

feel it’s “wise” to experiment on them-

selves. Dr. Jekyll took the plunge, so 

did Norman Osborn, and now you 

can add one more mad doc to the list: 

Daniel Lamb. And this four-eyed, self-

inflicted amnesiac just happens to be 

the star of Manhunt 2, the next install-

ment in Rockstar’s superviolent (and 

supercontroversial) sneak-n-kill series.

Bringing in new blood
Manhunt is taking a similar approach 

to another Rockstar franchise, Grand

Theft Auto, in that the lead role will 

change with every new edition. And 

the publisher has a good reason for 

the casting changeup. “In order for the 

game to feel fresh and challenging, 

we wanted the narrative to explore 

fresh themes,” says Rockstar London 

Studio Head Mark Washbrook. “We 

wanted to...create a new storyline 

that is even more dark and disturbing. 

We’ve done that through a twisted 

plot featuring themes of institution-

alization, medical experimentation, 

secrecy, and the cost of personal 

ambition.” So that means death-

row inmate James Earl Cash (the 

original’s main man) and his Running

Man–esque backdrop are out, and 

the disturbed Lamb and his journey to 

remember the past are in. It’s a smart 

move if you ask us, as a brand-new 

story, setting, and cast helped sequels 

like GTA Vice City and San Andreas

feel so fresh.

But this brainiac wasn’t always a 

psychological mess. After funding 

gets pulled from the Pickman Project 

(which creates biological weapons), its 

employee Lamb volunteers to be one 

of the test subjects. The result? The 

scientist becomes a certifiable kook 

and gets thrown into an insane asylum 

to rot with the other Pickman Project 

rejects. Six year later and with almost 

no recollection of his former life, Lamb 

escapes the loony bin after a freak 

electrical storm. 

Execute with style
Gouging an enemy’s eyeballs with a 

glass shard, gutting him with a sickle, 

sucking the life outta him with a plas-

tic bag—Manhunt’s sadistic execu-

tions sure did get people’s attention. 

Unfortunately, those gruesome acts 

also helped get the original game 

> PREVIEW: EXCLUSIVE SCREENS AND INFO

A sick trip down memory lane By Bryan Intihar

Manhunt 2
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>

—Rockstar London Studio Head Mark Washbrook

Platforms:

Wii/PS2/PSP

Publisher:

Rockstar

 Developer:

Rockstar London

Release Date: 

June 2007
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MANHUNT 2 (cont.)

banned in some countries. Lesson learned, 

right? Pfft—Rockstar has only cranked up the 

violence dial for the sequel. And as much as 

we’d like to say that the gore doesn’t impress 

us (ya know, that’d be the politically correct 

thing), we couldn’t help but want to see more. 

Some of the new tricks in this game include 

plunging a syringe into an enemy’s heart, or 

chopping off his head with an ax and then 

tossing it to distract others in the area. Yet it’s 

the wire cutters that win the prize here: If you 

perform a level-three execution ( just like in 

the last Manhunt, the longer you wait before 

attacking, the more grotesque the death blow) 

with this weapon, you’ll reach underneath the 

enemy to grab on to his family jewels, rip ’em 

off, and then stick the wire cutters into his 

back and tear out the spinal cord. 

The game’s stylish killings don’t stop 

there; Manhunt 2 will also introduce both 

gun and environmental executions to the 

fray. “Environmental executions increase the 

interactivity within the game and allow you to 

take advantage of objects found throughout 

the area,” says Washbrook. We especially 

enjoyed the scene where you strangle a foe 

with a telephone wire. Oh, and that other one 

where he lit up like a tiki torch after a face full 

of fuse box.

Atypical fodder
From the oddly placed men-in-black at the 

Honey Pot whorehouse to the leather-clad 

workers in the S&M level, Manhunt 2’s enemy 

set will be just as colorful as the original’s 

crew. They should be even smarter, too. “The 

hunters in the first game were relentless and 

brutal,” says Washbrook. “In Manhunt 2, play-

ers can now crawl, and the hunters will grab 

you right out of the cramped space if they 

see you enter. And since the player can now 

climb and vault obstacles, hunters can do 

the same.” Washbrook even promises more 

enemy tricks that have yet to be revealed, and 

that “the changes to the A.I. have significantly 

ratcheted up the tension and suspense.” 

Perhaps the bad guys will turn the tables and 

perform executions, too? P

� All of our screens are from the PS2 edition of Manhunt 2. Sorry, but 

Rockstar isn’t ready to show (or talk specifics about) the Wii version.

Back in EGM #213, we had six seniors try out Nintendo’s “we made it for 

everyone” console. But none of the Wii titles played that day were as graphic 

in content as Manhunt 2. Would such a game have the elderly dropping their 

Wii-motes and returning to the shuffleboard courts? Barbara St. Hilaire, known 

to most as Old Grandma Hardcore, sure doesn’t think so. “Older folks starting 

on videogames with the Wii have been waiting for something like Manhunt 2,”

says the 70-year-old guest reviewer for MTV.com’s gaming show, The G-Hole.

“We have to take out our anger on something, just like everyone else. You 

can’t do that s*** playing Cooking Mama. What else is there? Far Cry? Red

Steel? Give us some credit; we do have taste.” You sure do, Granny.

GRANNY APPROVED

Manhunt 2 on the Wii? Gaming’s most 

recognizable senior citizen says, “Bring it”
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> THE DETAILS

This is the stuff we love, since it makes the game’s world seem that much more 

alive. The driver in the blue convertible adjusts his rear-view mirror. The AC units 

in the opening scene billow out air. A few people sit on a stoop outside a housing 

project as a car click-clacks over a metal plate in the street. And how can we for-

get that billboard for America’s Next Top Hooker.

THE BIG ONES
They don’t get much bigger than Grand Theft Auto

Grand Theft Auto IV
PS3/XB360 • Rockstar • October 2007

Was it just us, or did the Internet stand still on March 29? 

Actually, this was the case on any game-video-playing 

website when the Big One hit, that being the Grand Theft 

Auto IV teaser video. And while many of you watched this 

video (eventually) before hitting the message boards or 

chat rooms with your rampant speculation, we watched 

it again. And again. And again a few dozen more times to 

extract every bit of info we could. Here are five interest-

ing pieces of dirt you may have missed. 
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> THE PEOPLE

Man, check out the details on Grand Theft Auto IV’s pedes-

trians: You’ll see them carrying groceries and briefcases, 

reading the paper.... Hell, even little kids roam the streets 

now. Does this mean computer-controlled characters 

have set schedules now and are no longer randomly 

thrown in there? That’s a tall order, but here’s hoping.

> THE REFERENCES

Once again, it looks like cross-game references won’t be 

hard to find. In this minute-long video, keen eyes will pick 

up a “Visit Vice City” ad and a Cluckin’ Bell branch, whose 

greasy, fast-food menu choices you may remember from 

San Andreas.

> THE WTF

At the top right-hand corner of the first “Times Square” scene, you’ll notice the 

front end of a shark facing the intersection. Seriously…huh? But you know what? 

Minus Jaws Unleashed, the more sharks in our open-world games, the better. P

> THE LOCATION

On first viewing, everyone thought the trailer took place in the Big Apple, given 

tourist-happy sites like the Empire State Building, Chrysler Building, and Statue of 

Liberty. Slow down the video a bit, though, and you’ll spot plenty of references to 

the series’ ever-present twisted version of NYC, Liberty City, including a reference 

to GTA3’s Liberty Tree newspaper and an “I [heart] Liberty City” sign. It just takes 

more from its real-city inspiration than ever before.

� Yeah, $300 to Vice City is good, but 

does that include a Members Only jacket?

� This breakdown ain’t anal enough for ya? Head to 

EGM216.1UP.com for even more of our impressions.
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HIRONOBU SAKAGUCHI IS A 

LITTLE HUNG OVER. So you might 

think that the guy who gave birth to 

the celebrated Final Fantasy fran-

chise, after a night out “socializing” 

with Microsoft’s top brass, wouldn’t 

be in the talking mood. Well, that’s 

definitely not the case on this par-

ticular day. Sakaguchi, who moved 

on from Square Enix in 2001 to start 

the independent studio Mistwalker 

(which is currently working on the 

role-playing games Blue Dragon

and Lost Odyssey for the Xbox 

360, plus a host of other projects), 

is quite the candid chatterbox. 

Check out the famed developer’s 

thoughts on...

In some ways, 

Hironobu Sakaguchi 

was responsible 

for Square’s even-

tual merger with 

Enix. After the film 

Final Fantasy: The 

Spirits Within (which 

Sakaguchi helmed) 

bombed at the box 

office, Square lost so 

much money that the 

publisher had little 

choice but to join 

forces with another 

company.

...How his approach to making 

role-playing games has changed 

over the years: “In the early days, 

I really had to worry about technical 

issues, such as how many people 

would fit onscreen. Your imagination 

was limited. But now the sky’s the 

limit. For instance, you don’t have to 

worry about how many people are 

onscreen—you can have 1,000 if you 

really wanted.”

...The next big RPG evolution: “I’d 

say direction technique is a huge 

> EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

Hironobu Sakaguchi, the father of Final Fantasy, 

chats about the past, present, and why the future 

doesn’t include the PlayStation 3  By Bryan Intihar

Fantasy MAN
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I’m not interested in the 
PlayStation 3. The machine’s archi-

tecture is tricky, and I don’t like 
[Sony Computer Entertainment 

Chairman and CEO Ken] Kutaragi.
—Mistwalker President Hironobu Sakaguchi

>
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factor and it can really change the 

way that role-playing games are 

played. For example, I enjoy playing 

Gears of War, especially the way the 

camera bounces when your charac-

ter starts running.”

...What can Japanese developers 

learn from Western developers, 

and vice versa: “Western develop-

ers are the ones who came up with 

the idea of the massively multiplayer 

online role-playing game, which is an 

example that these developers are 

very good at bringing new ideas and 

features to the role-playing genre. 

Japanese developers, though, are 

very meticulous and do a great job at 

paying attention to detail.”

...How a member of organized 

crime influenced his plans for a 

massively multiplayer role-play-

ing game: “Back when I played 

EverQuest, I interacted with a 

military guard from Indonesia and 

a mafia member from Hong Kong. 

You could never imagine meeting 

people like this in real life, so meet-

ing them there was great. But when 

you converse, it’s all text-based and 

in English, so you really have to be 

able to comprehend that language. 

I’m interested in creating a game that 

translates all languages and national 

boundaries. There has to be a 

common language that all gamers 

can understand, such as gestures 

and icons.”

...His former gig: “Sometimes I 

dream about being at Square, but it’s 

all about heartbreaking instances. 

Tough days....”

...The ambitious goal for 

Mistwalker’s yet-to-be-revealed 

Xbox 360 project, Cry On: “What 

I want to do with this game is make 

you cry every 15 minutes.”

...How he plans on completing 

such a feat: “It’s still an objective; 

I haven’t reached that goal yet. I’ve 

been watching a lot of TV dramas 

and movies and actually been writing 

down every detail of when viewers 

get emotional, and I want to incorpo-

rate that into the game.”

...The Xbox 360’s Japanese strug-

gles: “Microsoft has to change its 

marketing strategy in Japan. There 

are a lot of excellent games on the 

360, far better games than what’s 

on the Wii or PS3. But not a lot of 

people in Japan have a clear idea 

CHOOSE YOUR ROLE
Mistwalker offers up a double-dose of Xbox 360 RPGs in ’07

Blue Dragon
Microsoft Game Studios • August 2007

One look at this game’s cutesy art style and relatively “play 

it safe” gameplay and it’s hard not to draw comparisons to 

Dragon Quest. Yet it wasn’t Hironobu Sakaguchi’s intention to 

mimic Japan’s most successful RPG license. “When creating 

Blue Dragon, Dragon Quest wasn’t on my mind,” he says. “I 

was actually thinking about Chrono Trigger (SNES), and Blue

Dragon is an extension of that game.” Inspiration aside, it’s 

nice to hear that—unlike a lot of RPGs—Blue Dragon will 

have some legs. Downloadable content will include a new 

difficulty setting, items, and dungeons.

Lost Odyssey
Microsoft Game Studios • October 2007

Great, the Xbox 360 finally gets an RPG in the vein of Final

Fantasy, and its main character is a complete wuss. “I wanted to 

portray a normal man with real emotions,” Sakaguchi says. “Kaim 

has lived for 1000 years, so you’d think that he’s seen so much 

that he’d be indifferent to things around him. But when he cries, 

he cries over the most mundane of things, just like we do.” Well, at 

least Lost Odyssey should look damn good when its leading man 

sheds a tear, as the game uses the same tech that powers Gears

of War. Cross your fingers it plays that well, too (Mistwalker still 

hasn’t revealed much about Lost Odyssey’s battle system). 

what games like Gears of War are 

all about. Just look at the Windows 

Vista commercial—it’s terrible.”

...The PlayStation 3: “I’m not 

interested in the PlayStation 3. The 

machine’s architecture is tricky, 

and I don’t like [Sony Computer 

Entertainment Chairman and Chief 

Executive Officer Ken] Kutaragi.”

...The Wii: “The system is intriguing, 

but right now, I have no plans on 

making a game for the Wii.”

...Final Fantasy XII: “I just played 

the beginning. You really can’t 

expect much from the game when 

Yasumi Matsuno, a crucial member 

of the team, leaves in the middle 

of development.”

...The Final Fantasy/Dragon Quest

crutch: “Square Enix pays too much 

attention to those two franchises. 

Why aren’t they creating new ones 

instead of just focusing on Final

Fantasy and Dragon Quest?”

...His dream project: “I want to 

make a surfing game that’s truly 

a simulation, a game that actually 

calculates the swell and the waves. I 

also want the gamer to feel the threat 

of global warming. These days, I live 

in Hawaii and there are a lot of weird 

climate changes happening, and 

I want the gaming community to 

feel that.” P

Visit EGM216.1UP.COM to see both 

of Mistwalker’s anticipated Xbox 360 

role-playing games in motion.

FANTASY MAN (cont.)
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HEY, ALL YOU SONY HATERS—give

the PS3 some props. Sure, the costly 

console had a bad—OK, terrible—

launch, but that doesn’t mean it can’t 

bounce back from its blunders. Just 

try taking a peek at our PS3 preview 

feature on page 60 without getting 

stoked. Not possible, my friends—

jaded or not, you’d be a jackass not to 

agree that the PS3 is prepping some 

great games. Still don’t believe me? 

Maybe these rumors will sway your 

silly little mind....

Bouncy brawler 
Developer Team Ninja currently has 

their hands full milking the Ninja

Gaiden series on the PS3, 360, and 

DS, but it seems like they’re still find-

ing time to get dirty with a new Dead

or Alive—my spies informed me the 

busy Japanese team is also using 

their talented melons to whip up an 

exclusive Dead or Alive game for 

the PS3. Hopefully this game will 

deflate the beach balls and just stick 

with what’s actually fun: kicking ass 

with hot chicks.

Prehistoric head case
Mario and Sonic aren’t the only two 

old-school mascots continuing to 

> Q-TIPS

•  Think the DS adventure game Professor Layton is too sweet for our shores? 

Don’t—I hear the game, developed by Level-5 (Rogue Galaxy), is U.S. bound. 

muck it up on next-gen consoles. 

According to my Stone Age source, 

publisher Hudson is digging up its 

classic caveman Bonk for another 

shot at today’s newfangled sys-

tems. Or at least the ones made by 

Nintendo—the bald-headed head-

banger looks like he’ll show up on 

both the Wii and the DS. 

Mega remake 
Most (sane) gamers will probably 

agree Xbox Live offers a better online 

service than the PlayStation Network. 

That may be true, but the PSN trumps 

Xbox Live in one area: downloadable 

titles. Sure, we love to cash in on all 

the old arcade classics on Xbox Live, 

but the PSN offers flashy new games 

like Tekken 5: Dark Resurrection and

Gran Turismo HD. Well, chock another 

cool game to the list—I hear Capcom

is remaking the original Mega Man

(with new graphics to boot) for the 

PSN. Oh, and don’t be surprised if 

you hear about this very soon.

Heart attack
Seems Disney and publisher Square 

Enix want to keep the Kingdom Hearts

series beating—hell, no surprise 

there. But this may be one: My mousy 

mole tipped me off that the next KH

game won’t be the third game in 

the series, but instead, it will be a 

spin-off that will appear on a hearty 

console. Don’t worry, though—KH3

will still happen...eventually. P

• So the strategy role-playing game Disgaea is coming to the PSP, but now it      

   appears developer Nippon Ichi is preparing the series for the PS3, too.

• Sure, Rock Band is going to, uh, ya know, but what songs will it have? I hear 

developer Harmonix is working like noncaucasian canines to get a big band. 

A few months ago 

I said publisher 

Capcom was remak-

ing the original 

arcade hit Street 

Fighter II for the 

PlayStation Network. 

Capcom recently 

confirmed the game 

is real. So when y’all 

download it, remem-

ber you heard it here 

first, ’kay?
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DD-sized dirt  By Quartermann



Cutting Edge Design Delivers Incredible Results

You’ve never experienced a home strength machine like this!  

How is the Bowfl ex Revolution™ Home Gym different?

Our smooth SpiraFlex® resistance feels just 

like traditional strength equipment, but packs 

it into revolutionary lightweight plates! 

And, by using the adjustable Freedom Arms™

you can quickly change the angle of resistance, 

increasing exercise effectiveness. 

Plus, with over 100 exercises available, the Bowfl ex 

Revolution™ provides exceptional workout versatility.

The result?  An easier AND more effi cient workout that’s GUARANTEED†

to give you a better body in just 6 weeks.

Exceptional Standard Features Transform Your Body 
in Just 20 Minutes a Day, 3 Times a Week:

•  Up to 220 lbs. of resistance (upgrades available!)

• Space-effi cient fold-up design

• Leg extension/leg curl station

• Built-in rowing machine

• Preacher curl attachment

• Leg press plate

• 10-year limited warranty

•  100% Satisfaction Guarantee†

* On approved Bowfl exTM credit card purchases. The advertised payment is based on a promotional minimum payment of 1.5% of purchase 
price. The amount of your total Minimum Monthly Payment will depend on additional purchases and account balances. See Cardholder 
Agreement and Disclosure Statement for details. Call 1.888.367.4310 or review your cardholder agreement for information. Estimated 
monthly payments do not include taxes, and shipping and handling.

† 100% Satisfaction Guarantee includes full refund of purchase price, less shipping and handling. Call for details. If you decide to return your 
Bowfl ex RevolutionTM machine, simply call (800) 605-3369 within 6 weeks to ask for a return authorization number. Machine and accessories 
must be returned in original condition and packaging, and postmarked no later than 2 weeks after date of return authorization.

 © 2007 Nautilus, Inc. All rights reserved. Bowfl ex, the Bowfl ex logo, and Bowfl ex Revolution Home Gym are either registered trademarks or 
trademarks of Nautilus, Inc. SpiraFlex is a registered trademark of SpiraFlex, Inc. 

INTRODUCING THE BOWFLEX REVOLUTION™ HOME GYM

AS LOW AS 

$42/MONTH*

Lightweight SpiraFlex®

resistance plate

TO REQUEST A FREE DVD 
OR TO PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY.

Experience the Revolution!

At-Home Fitness
 REDEFINED.

www.Bowfl exRevoInfo.com

RVMG0121 (0607) P0607ELCGAMREDEF

CALL (800) 943-9572
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What’s a PR manager?
“Essentially, you’re managing a 

variety of ‘publics’—and keeping 

the balance between them,” says 

Namco’s Melody Pfeiffer. She coor-

dinates with U.S. media to arrange 

interviews with Japanese developers, 

distribute game assets (screens, art-

work, reviewable copies, et cetera), 

schedule trips to demo games at 

journalists’ offices, and plan elabo-

rate events to debut games. “We’re 

the public face of the company,” she 

says. “We’re helping to create the 

messaging and the way we want to 

show our games to consumers. ”

Job data
Salary Range: Entry level is $30-

$50K. Once you’ve been around a 

bit, expect to make around $90,000. 

Senior level is $100,000-$200,000, 

depending on the publisher.

Recommended education: “I actu-

ally studied public relations as a 

This month: 

Melody Ann 

Pfeiffer, PR 

manager

for Namco 

Bandai

Games

America

Experience:

Started at 

Tecmo in 

2002, where 

she worked 

on the PR 

campaigns

for the Dead

or Alive and

Ninja Gaiden

series. Since 

moving to 

Namco a year 

ago, she has 

worked on 

Tekken: Dark 

Resurrection

and Ridge

Racer 7.

journalism major in college,” says 

Pfeiffer. “That’s definitely the most 

direct way to go about doing this 

sort of thing. It’s also important to 

focus on your writing skills, as writ-

ing is a key part of our job.” A back-

ground in marketing or communica-

tions is appropriate as well.

Current level of demand: High,

with a shortage of good applicants. 

Still, “I think it’s very tough to get in 

without experience,” says Pfeiffer. 

“I’d definitely suggest an internship 

with a videogame company.” 

Location of most jobs: San

Francisco, Los Angeles, and New 

York City. Most PR jobs are at the 

offices of game publishers and agen-

cies and not at developer studios.

Pfeiffer’s typical day
Every day is different. “Usually I’m 

planning for some kind of press 

event or tour, planning a PR cam-

paign, or executing that campaign,” 

> TAKE THIS JOB

Our monthly look at the jobs you want 

By Evan Shamoon

Public-Relations 
Manager

> THAT'S COOL

Turn it up 
The Wii may be hot right now, but the 

current software selection ain’t exactly 

smokin’. Ironically, publisher EA—usu-

ally known for licensed fare—is look-

ing to light up sales later this year with 

its music game Boogie. But Boogie’s 

not the only rhythm game it’s readying 

to rock—EA also announced former 

Guitar Hero developers Harmonix are 

tuning up Rock Band for the 360 and 

PS3. The four player game lets you 

jam with a guitar, bass, drums, and 

even your own personal windpipes.

Heavenly beta 
Hankerin’ for the Halo 3 multiplayer 

beta? Stupid question—who isn’t, 

right? Well, the wait is almost over: 

Microsoft confirmed the beta will go 

live on May 16th and end on June 4th. 

The almost-month-long sneak peak 

will feature three maps (Snowbound, 

High Ground, and Valhalla) and will 

also lets gamers get a grip on all the 

fancy new weapons (Brute Spiker, 

Spartan Laser, and Spike Grenades). 

> OVERHEARD

“Wii is a wonderful device, but 

has a different target audience. 

If we fail, it is because 
we positioned PS3 as the 
Mercedes of the video-
game field. PS3 is after a 

different audience, and it can 

be whatever it wants—a home 

server, game device, even a 

computer.”
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—Sony Chairman/CEO Howard 

Stringer admits the PS3 is a wee 

bit pricey. But, uh, at least it’s a 

fancy piece of machinery, right? 
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she says. “And then there’s the 

day-to-day dealing with the press: 

writing press releases, gathering 

and releasing assets, and working 

with my producers and marketing 

departments. You really, really have 

to be good at multitasking.”

How’d she get the gig?
“I was just about to graduate from 

college, and I was looking for a 

PR/marketing gig in a fun industry 

like sports or entertainment,” she 

says. “I applied to a bunch of jobs 

on Monster. [Tecmo] was my first 

one, and I got it, and the rest is his-

tory. Videogames were definitely 

an industry I thought would be 

fun—you get to travel, it’s a young 

business.... It’s exciting.” P

> TOOLS OF HER TRADE

To-do lists

“I’m constantly having 

to write things down 

in order to stay orga-

nized,” Pfeiffer says. 

“It’s my brain on paper.”

Passport

“You get to travel a 

lot,” she says, “all over 

the world. I’ve been to 

Japan many times, and 

Europe, Vancouver, and 

New York City. ”

Microsoft

Outlook calendar

“My day-to-day sched-

ule is hectic,” she says. 

“I have meetings non-

stop, and my calendar 

keeps me on task. So

necessary.”

Instant Messenger

“AIM is the way I get a 

hold of all my boys in 

the press,” she says. 

“I’d be on the phone all 

day without it.”
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Best known as numero-uno robo-

babe Number Six on the Sci-Fi 

Channel’s Battlestar Galactica, Tricia 

Helfer is more than just a pretty face bolted to a 5-foot-

10 cybernetic body with a spine that shines like E.T.’s 

heartlight during sexy fun times. The 33-year-old former 

model plays Brotherhood of Nod general Killian Qatar 

in Xbox 360 strategy game Command & Conquer 3: 

Tiberium Wars, reviewed on page 86. Let’s see if Number 

Six takes a number two on our five Q’s....

1. Name the character you once played who 
married a famous TV cyborg in real life. 

Tricia Helfer: Farrah Fawcett.

EGM: Correct.

Lives remaining:

2. Command & Conquer players mine 
Tiberium. Name Battlestar Galactica’s ore.

TH: Tylium.

EGM: Correct. These clearly aren’t hard enough.

Lives remaining:

3. Grumpier baldie: Command & Conquer’s 
Kain or Battlestar Galactica’s Colonel Tigh? 

TH: I think grumpier would be Colonel Tigh.

EGM: Incorrect. It’s Kain.

TH: Really? But that’s in the eye of the beholder. 

EGM: Sorry. It’s incorrect.

Lives remaining:

4. Name another former model who went on 
to play an unkillable cyborg.

TH: [Terminator 3’s] Kristanna Loken.

EGM: Correct. Wow—how do you know that?

TH: Because Kristanna Loken is now doing Painkiller

Jane on Sci-Fi. We share a network.

EGM: So it’s not like there’s this hot-model club, where 

former models get together and, you know, be hot?

TH: [Laughs] No, no.

Lives remaining:

5. Who would Number Six find sexier: David 
Hasselhoff or his talking car, K.I.T.T.?

TH: David Hasselhoff. I always had a thing for K.I.T.T. 

It’s the red lights. I have a red spine. The centurions [in 

Battlestar Galactica] have red eyes. We’re one in the 

same.

EGM: Correct. 

Lives remaining:

5 Lives:
Tricia Helfer

Game Over: Like we ever doubted a cyborg who 

can download into new bodies for infinite lives.
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COMING SOON
What’s on tap for June

JUNE 2007

Nintendo should spark a few more synapses with its 

latest brainbuster, which lets you test your wit against 

others. And for the “Joey” of any particular friend group, 

that person can now team up with a smarty-pants pal in 

the all-new co-op mode.

Big Brain Academy
Wii • Nintendo

A vast game world with tons to explore? Hmm, sounds a lot like The Elder 

Scrolls IV: Oblivion. And you’d be right to think so, except Two Worlds offers 

multiplayer with its adventure (up to eight players can tackle this land together). 

Also, any items or weapons that you collect in the single-player campaign will 

follow you online. See, Phantasy Star Universe—that’s how it’s done. 

Two Worlds
XB360 • SouthPeak

Since the 2005 release of the short-

but-sweet Gun, wannabe cowboys 

haven’t had any reason to scream 

“yee-haw.” But this first-person shoot-

er will change all that. Call of Juarez 

has you playing either the hunter or 

the hunted, where you’ll test your trig-

ger finger at high noon and your fists 

during barroom fights. Outlaws can 

also take the action online.

Call of Juarez
XB360 • Ubisoft

More June Releases
Crazy Taxi: Fare Wars

PSP • Sega

Crush

PSP • Sega

Dead Head Fred

PSP • D3

Hour of Victory

PS3/XB360 • Midway

Ninja Gaiden Sigma

PS3 • Tecmo

Final Fantasy I 

PSP • Square Enix

Shadowrun

XB360 • Microsoft

The Darkness

PS3/XB360 • 

2K Games P

Man, what a tease: As Nintendo 

brings its popular pocket monsters to 

the Wii quite early in the console’s life, 

Revolution’s gameplay will be limited 

to fighting in the arena. That means 

no adventure elements whatsoever. 

But at least you’ll have the option to 

import your evolved creatures from 

Diamond and Pearl (DS) and battle 

them online.

Pokémon Battle 
Revolution
Wii • Nintendo
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THE
DIFFERENCE
MAKERS
With the next-gen console war in full swing, exclusive content will go 

a long way in declaring a victor. Does Sony’s system have enough fire-

power? Let’s see what ammo the PS3 will be bringin’ to the fight

Assassin’s Creed, Devil May Cry 4,

Virtua Fighter 5, Unreal Tournament 3,

Mercenaries 2: World in Flames—quite the 

impressive lineup, right? Sony sure thought 

so...especially when all those third-party 

titles were only coming to the PlayStation 

3. Since last spring, though, each afore-

mentioned game decided that it could 

really use a second home: the Xbox 360. 

But losing outside exclusives isn’t just 

a Sony problem. The skyrocketing cost 

of next-gen development is causing most 

publishers to eventually bring software 

to multiple systems, no matter what con-

sole the game was originally announced 

for (hence the reason why several 360 

titles ended up making a comeback for 

the PS3 launch). This trend also doesn’t 

exactly spell doom for Sony’s box, either. 

The PS3 still has a strong supply of differ-

ence-makers—exclusives that’ll go a long 

way in determining whether someone buys 

the machine. A flood of first-party games 

will arrive over the next six months, and 

although fewer in number than previous 

generations, some key third-party exclu-

sives (Ninja Gaiden Sigma, Metal Gear 

Solid 4, Final Fantasy XIII ) are still on the 

release schedule. 

So let’s check out this year’s crop of  

homegrown PS3 offerings—and we’ll also 

take a look at how each title will utilize the 

console’s exclusive tech. 
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THE PS3 DIFFERENCE

Since Uncharted is scheduled to hit after the launch of 

Sony’s Home online service, Naughty Dog is planning a 

slew of goodies for your personal trophy room. The game is 

also using the controller’s built-in motion sensor for steer-

ing vehicles and balancing acts ( like when crossing a gorge 

on the back of a fallen tree trunk).
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Uncharted: 
Drake’s Fortune
Sony CEA • Fall 2007

When developer Naughty Dog (Crash Bandicoot, Jak)

describes Uncharted’s leading man, treasure-hunter-for-

hire Nathan Drake, he sure sounds more like a zero than 

a hero. “Nathan’s capable of making mistakes, stumbling, 

being afraid, getting out of breath, and getting dirty,” says 

Game Director Amy Hennig. “When he punches, he’ll throw 

himself off balance. He’ll be scrambling for cover and firing 

blind. I think all that gives our game a whole different fla-

vor.” But that doesn’t mean this descendent of Sir Francis 

Drake (or so he believes) will feel like an annoying, unco-

ordinated buffoon throughout this jungle-clad journey—it’s 

all for the sake of realism. “It’s not a case of ‘Oh, I fell on 

my face and I’m a clumsy guy,’” says Hennig. “No, it’s the 

fact that when I’m being fired upon, my face should reflect 

it. When I dive into cover and throw myself behind it, I’m 

not as cool as a cucumber. Instead, I’m giving an ‘Oh, s***!’ 

reaction, which I think makes the character way more relat-

able.” So while the idea of a “just like us” protagonist didn’t 

exactly sound thrilling at first, Hennig’s explanation quickly 

changed all that. 

Even if you couldn’t care less about Nathan’s true-to-life 

attributes, the game will have more than enough of the 

usual stuff. “For me, it’s about getting the totality of the 

experience,” says Hennig. “There are a lot of adventure 

games out there that focus on one aspect, whether it’s just 

shootouts or brawling or platforming. But the idea is that 

this genre—which you see in movies, books, and com-

ics—encompasses all that stuff.” The developer touts that 

Uncharted will feature elements of Prince of Persia, Tomb 

Raider, and Gears of War—obviously with their own twists. 

“I think we’ve struck a really good balance,” says Naughty 

Dog Co-President Evan Wells. “We’re not just Gears of 

War, where you’re shooting all the time. We’re making it 

so you can climb up on buildings and get higher angles on 

people and jump across gaps, pull your gun out immedi-

ately, and then shoot the guy on the other side.” Scaling 

buildings? Leaping over neck-breaking gaps? Wait a sec—

we thought this guy was supposed to be normal?
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� Prepare to get your jeans wet 

while exploring a sunken U-boat.
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The Eye of Judgment
Sony CEA • Fall 2007

THE PS3 DIFFERENCE

Sony hasn’t confirmed that the USB camera used in the 

game will, in fact, be the new-gen EyeToy, but it’s a safe 

bet. Each card is encoded with visual marks that the cam-

era reads, then animates onscreen. You can also learn 

more about your cards—getting spell and character info, 

for example—using the game’s card profiles. The Eye of 

Judgment, in essence, uses the PlayStation 3 to bring a 

collectible card game to life through animations and com-

puter assistance. 

Let’s get the big question out of the way right at the top: 

Is The Eye of Judgment basically a collectible card game 

(à la Magic: The Gathering ) with a videogame multimedia 

component? “In its true roots, from a gameplay standpoint, 

yes,” says Mark Valledor, the game’s product manager. 

Fundamentally, this is a card game that you could play 

without using the PS3 at all. It has card-game rules, and 

the expansions will come not in the traditional videogame 

form of new environments and levels but as decks of 

cards. The game ships with a board and a starter deck, 

plus one booster pack, and Sony currently plans to release 

several expansion decks each year. 

You play on a 3-by-3 square board, placing a card from 

your deck in any vacant square. Each time you physically 

play a card, a USB camera reads it and animates the battle 

onscreen in a style that’s not too far removed from that 

snazzy Star Wars chess variant favored by Chewbacca 

(remember, “Let the Wookiee win!”). Victory demands that 

you occupy five of the nine squares, but winning has less 

to do with individual battles than with smart overall strategy 

and a well-built deck. This may feel odd to the average 

console gamer who hasn’t cut his chops on a traditional 

CCG. “It was really tough when I showed the game inter-

nally,” says Valledor. “The whole mentality of grabbing the 

controller and working on reflexes and timing...[The Eye of 

Judgment ] is just totally different.” This intimidation fac-

tor is mitigated by the game’s deck builder, which helps 

you create your stack. You can also hone your strategies 

by playing against smart A.I. opponents or online against 

other gamers. But the videogame component ultimately 

feels limited—while trading-card enthusiasts will likely go 

gaga for Eye, the rest of us might just see a gimmick.

� Yes, you could put other body 

parts in front of the camera, too.
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Heavenly Sword
Sony CEA • Fall 2007

THE PS3 DIFFERENCE

Several actions will be mapped to the PS3 controller’s 

motion sensor, such as dodging attacks and guiding 

objects. “If you pick up a shield,” says Shubel, “you can 

throw it, and if you hold down the button, you’ll go into this 

flying camera with the shield and maneuver it while it’s in 

midair. Same goes when shooting the crossbow.” 

If you have something derogatory to say about Heavenly

Sword, just stop right there—Sony CEA Producer Kyle 

Shubel has heard it all. “We’ve already got the two most 

humorous monikers: ‘Goddess of War’ and ‘the best demo 

ever made,’” he says. “I’ve heard both a billion times.” It 

also hasn’t helped that since Heavenly Sword’s first play-

able (and extremely short) demo in May 2006, the only 

new footage of this PS3 action game has come from an 

episode of Heroes. Why the lengthy blackout? So our jokes 

don’t become a reality. “We wanted to make sure that it 

won’t just be ‘the best demo ever made,’” says Shubel. 

“We’re a full, real game.”

And that end product keeps sounding better and better. 

You’ll take on the role of Nariko, an acrobatic redheaded 

warrior who can definitely handle herself around the 

battlefield. “We’ve got a level of grace and fluidity in our 

combat,” says Shubel. “You move in like a dance-like state 

where you’re doing a lot of complex maneuvers, and the 

more crazy stuff you execute, the more style points you 

accumulate.” After you gain enough style points, that’s 

when Nariko brings out her inner bitch, with pulverizing 

special moves like spreading an enemy’s legs apart and 

whacking him in the junk, or as Shubel explains, “tak-

ing your blades and stabbing one through one lung, one 

through the other, and then slinging the guy over your 

head.” Some wonderfully nasty stuff, for sure. 

Heavenly Sword isn’t just about the bloodshed, though. 

Developer Ninja Theory (unfortunately known for the hor-

rific Xbox 1 party game Kung Fu Chaos) is teaming up 

with some serious talent—actor Andy Serkis (that dude 

who played Gollum) and Peter Jackson’s Weta studio—to 

deliver one precious narrative. “We’re trying to tell a com-

pelling story and really carry you though an experience,” 

says Shubel. “Andy actually took on a very significant cre-

ative role in our experience at Weta and eventually started 

directing all the actors...he brings a ton of experience not 

only with cinematics, but also theater.” 
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Warhawk
Sony CEA • Summer 2007

Sometimes, things just don’t work out as planned. That 

was the case with Warhawk, Sony’s follow-up to one of 

its original PS1 hits. And as our resident rumormonger Q-

mann predicted two issues ago, developer Incog (Twisted 

Metal series) made the tough decision to scrap the single-

player mode and focus entirely on multiplayer. “We wanted 

to have the best of both worlds,” says Director Dylan Jobe. 

“But honestly, if we were to continue down our single-

player/multiplayer approach, it would have resulted in not 

as good single-player and not as good multiplayer.” 

Having recently taken part in several multiplayer ses-

sions, we feel that focusing on this aspect may have been 

a wise choice, especially with the developers expanding 

the gameplay—while the PS1 launch hit limited you to 

flyin’ high, this Warhawk brings the fight to firm soil as well. 

This dynamic of in-the-air/on-the-ground warfare (cribbed 

from EA’s Battlefield franchise) fosters complex strategy 

and rewards teamwork. For instance, say an enemy tank 

rests outside its base. You could send in foot soldiers, but 

c’mon—even a half-dozen rocket launchers wouldn’t put 

a pimple on the ass of this war machine. But what about 

using your grunts as a decoy? That’s right; after a “hey, 

over here” gesture, the tank suddenly leaves its friendly 

confines to check out the scene. The troops then radio 

in (via a USB headset, naturally) to their Warhawks for a 

full-out air attack, which means lights-out for the guys in 

the tank and, more importantly, gives a clear path to the 

enemy’s stronghold for your groundmates. 

With the direction of the gameplay lookin’ good, the big 

question now is how Warhawk will be released. We hear it’ll 

first be available as a download on the PlayStation Network 

and will hit retail stores later. But don’t let the fact that it’s 

downloadable reflect on its quality. “Just because iTunes is 

available now doesn’t mean that music producers say, ‘Oh, 

now we can do crummy music,’” says Jobe. “Convenience 

is great, but quality always wins out.”

� Rumor has it that the down-

loadable Warhawk will run $30.

THE PS3 DIFFERENCE

When the PS3’s motion-sensing controller was first 

revealed to the world, Warhawk was the game Sony used 

to demonstrate it. And with good reason—the ability to fly 

your Warhawk simply by moving the controller around not 

only feels great, but also frees up the left analog stick for 

precise aiming on bombing runs.
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Lair
Sony CEA • July 2007

� Lair’s most satisfying combat 

goes down on the ground. 

For a game intended to be Sony’s biggest summertime 

PS3 release, Lair has remained distressingly shrouded in 

mystery. Developer Factor 5 (Star Wars: Rogue Squadron

series) demoed only one playable area—you know, the one 

where our dragon-riding hero swoops down onto a bridge 

to wreak fiery havoc on hordes of enemy troops—during 

the last six months, leaving gamers to ponder what else 

the title has to offer. Plenty, as it turns out. “That bridge is 

just a teeny-tiny section of Lair,” Factor 5 President Julian 

Eggebrecht emphatically explains. “We’ve got all kinds of 

other areas, including huge cities, desert levels, icy regions, 

massive bosses...pretty much everything you can imagine.”

After piloting our scaly mounts through five different 

stages, we’re pleasantly surprised by the variety. Sure, 

you spend most of the time steering your majestic beast 

through the sky using instinctive, fluid Sixaxis motion con-

trol, but you’re dividing your time between strafing targets 

with fireballs, engaging enemy dragons in brutal midair 

melees, tackling tense escort missions, and even solving 

low-impact environmental puzzles. And many missions 

(like that well-known bridge defensive) also require that you 

land your lizard and dish out destruction on ground-based 

forces. Thanks to a major control overhaul, these sections 

now feel considerably less haphazard than when we first 

test-drove Lair in 2006. “We’ve learned that Sixaxis control 

isn’t great for everything,” admits Eggebrecht. In that early 

demo, maneuvering your earthbound dragon by tilting 

the Sixaxis felt imprecise; now, the left analog stick offers 

simple, effective control over your dragon’s movement. 

This fire-breathing action tackles some weighty themes, 

too. Freed from the rigid, Ewok-stained confines of the 

Star Wars license, Factor 5 finally gets the chance to craft 

its own narrative, and they’re not pulling punches. With its 

bloody war between two ideologically opposed nations and 

polluted, global-warming stricken skies, Lair’s world draws 

some obvious inspirations from our planet’s current events. 

THE PS3 DIFFERENCE

The silky Sixaxis flight controls, eerily photo-realistic water 

effects, and real-time online leaderboards make obvious 

use of the PS3’s assets, but Lair’s audio setup might actu-

ally be the game’s most cutting-edge feature. Gamers with 

high-end home theaters will enjoy uncompressed THX 7.1 

surround, sonically putting them in the thick of the action.
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Ratchet & Clank Future: 
Tools of Destruction
Sony CEA • Fall 2007

THE PS3 DIFFERENCE

Future will have all kinds of crazy weapons, from wild-

hot flamethrowers to deadly disco balls. Some will even 

take advantage of the PS3 controller’s motion sensor. The 

Tornado Launcher, for example, sends out a twister that 

you actually guide by tilting the Sixaxis controller.

It’s back to the basics (meaning more platforming and 

less combat) for the furry lombax and his tin-can sidekick. 

That’s a good thing, as the last few Ratchet console titles 

(especially the PS2’s Up Your Arsenal ) started to become 

way too trigger-happy. But when it’s time to pick a fight 

here, watch out: Future will sport some colossal boss bat-

tles in the middle of its beautiful, Pixar-quality backdrops. 

And yes, people—Clank returns as a playable character. 

THE PS3 DIFFERENCE

Unfortunately, Sigma is coming out too soon for any Home 

trophies. It’ll also have limited motion-control features like 

shaking the controller to strengthen your magic attack. 

And...that’s it.

Ninja Gaiden Sigma
Tecmo • June 2007 

It’s take No. 3 for developer Team Ninja’s stellar action 

game—only this time it’s coming to a whole new platform. 

And strangely, it isn’t until you see the original Xbox 1 

game again that you realize just how much prettier this edi-

tion looks. (Don’t believe us? Check out the comparison 

footage on EGM216.1UP.com.) Still, as much as we enjoy 

the flashier graphics, the sexy new playable character 

Rachel, and the extended scenes like Hayabusa’s aquatic 

battles, we’d rather see the dev team focus on a true 

sequel than another refinement. 

THE PS3 DIFFERENCE

MGS creator Hideo Kojima remains tight-lipped about how 

exactly MGS4 will use the PS3’s motion controls (yet he did 

recently reconfirm the game’s PS3 exclusivity). Our mon-

ey’s on tilting the joypad to lean around corners and using 

it to maneuver the tiny Metal Gear MK robot in battle. 

Metal Gear Solid 4: 
Guns of the Patriots
Konami • Fall 2007

Solid Snake’s gray locks and wrinkles may catch your eye, 

but his look is hardly the most attractive feature of this 

anticipated stealth-action game. MGS4 actually lets players 

choose which side of the fight to support—you can even 

be a real jerk and take down both forces. Yet while Snake’s 

new camo gear is definitely next-gen (simply touch any 

object and like a chameleon you’ll instantly blend in), the 

game’s animations need to follow suit (in the last trailer, 

characters moved way too robotically).  
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SingStar
Sony CEA • Fall 2007

THE PS3 DIFFERENCE

Using a USB camera, you can take videos of yourself per-

forming and upload them for all the world to see. As thou-

sands of homebrew YouTube karaoke performances have 

so far proved, this is not necessarily a good thing.

This karaoke game ships with 30 songs, but on launch 

day, 350 additional ditties will be available for purchase. 

And these are no dollar-store knockoffs; you’ll be purchas-

ing the original tunes, accompanied by the videos for the 

songs. Pricing has not been announced, but Sony says it’s 

using the iTunes music store as a model.

SUPERIOR DIFFERENCE MAKERS?

Check out what exclusive bits the PS3’s competition has cookin’ for the rest of the year

So which console has the best exclusive lineup? Well, 

we’ll tell you...in an EGM Live* podcast where the 

editors will debate this heated issue. Set your browser to 

EGM216.1UP.com for the link to the podcast, as well as for 

videos of the PS3 titles mentioned throughout this feature.

Xbox 360

BioShock (2K Games • August 2007)

Blue Dragon (Microsoft • August 2007)

Forza Motorsport 2 (Microsoft • May 2007)

Halo 3 (Microsoft • Fall 2007)

Lost Odyssey (Microsoft • October 2007)

Mass Effect (Microsoft • Summer 2007) 

Project Gotham Racing 4 (Microsoft • Fall 2007)

Splinter Cell: Conviction (Ubisoft • Fall 2007)

Too Human (Microsoft • Fall 2007) P

Wii

Mario Party 8 (Nintendo • May 2007) 

Metroid Prime 3: Corruption (Nintendo • Fall 2007)

My Sims (EA Games • Fall 2007)

NiGHTS: Journey of Dreams (Sega • Fall 2007)

Pokémon Battle Revolution (Nintendo • June 2007)

No More Heroes (TBD • Fall 2007)

Resident Evil: Umbrella Chronicles (Capcom • Fall 2007)

Super Mario Galaxy (Nintendo • Fall 2007)

Super Smash Bros. Brawl (Nintendo • Fall 2007)

� Clockwise from the top:   

Mario Party 8,  NiGHTS, Pokémon Battle 

Revolution, My Sims 

� Clockwise from the top left:   

BioShock, Too Human, Halo 3,

Mass Effect, Blue Dragon







Armchair generals shout to kill in 

voice-activated strategy game EndWar,
which recons unlikely places (Madden?) 

to reinvent warfare on Xbox 360 and PS3

By Robert Ashley
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ON THE WAY TO SHANGHAI’S 

BEST BOOTLEG-DVD SHOP,

something in our cab driver’s 

mind comes unglued. Drag-racing 

through the permanent gridlock 

of the city’s French Concession 

neighborhood, his foot digs for 

untapped rpms somewhere below 

the floorboard. He clearly has no 

regard for human life. We cut through 

mobs of Shanghainese commuters 

on bicycles and mopeds as I say 

my prayers to Jesus, Krishna, Allah, 

and Yahweh—just to cover all my 

bases—and spend the final moments 

of life regretting my request for a 

Chinese bootleg copy of Idiocracy.

But such high-speed recklessness 

doesn’t faze Michael de Plater. Amid 

the free jazz of car horns and rattling 

engines, the creative director of Tom

Clancy’s EndWar, an Xbox 360 and 

PS3 game hitting sometime in 2008, 

is pleasantly oblivious, casually 

explaining his decision to leave a 

cozy life in PC game development—

and the West—for the wild, wild East 

of Shanghai. “I wanted to work on 

something that had the resources 

and production values, something 

high-quality and polished,” says 

de Plater, a slightly nerdier version 

of Coldplay lead singer Chris 

Martin—though de Plater’s speech 

is distinctly Australian. “I wanted to 

work on a bigger game.” >
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“We’re trying to make the online and offline game as seamless as 

possible,” says EndWar Creative Director Michael de Plater. To that end, 

there are no explicit “multiplayer” or “single-player” modes, just one 

global map on which both game types play out. It works like this: The solo 

missions introduce the game, narrating the run-up to war. But when the 

global fight finally breaks out, you pick one of the three factions (U.S. Joint 

Strike Force, European Enforcers, and Russian Spetsnaz) and battle it out 

against other real-world commanders. “We’ve got this persistent world 

where North America, Europe, and Russia are divided up into territories, 

much like a Risk board,” says de Plater. “All the players are participating 

in this single, global campaign.” Does that mean that one side can 

eventually win? Yes. “A campaign ends when one faction conquers the 

majority of territories,” says de Plater. “The course of the war is totally 

up to the players.” But that doesn’t mean the game’s over—when one 

campaign ends, the EndWar developers initiate a new one, tweaking a few 

variables to help push the story along. “We can edit the start and victory 

conditions,” says de Plater. “For example, if America’s been conquered, 

we could choose to start the next campaign to liberate U.S. soil with 

a massive new ‘D-Day’ landing on the East Coast.” Sounds mighty 

ambitious...to which de Plater shrugs, “The buzzword [here] is ‘big.’”

REAL WORLD WAR

The global battle for online supremacy



Bigger is what he got: bigger 

budget, bigger concept, and bigger 

expectations. Coming from the U.K.’s 

Creative Assembly, where he worked 

on the much-praised Total War

series (Medieval: Total War, Rome: 

Total War), de Plater is well versed 

in a genre that has never made the 

jump from PC to console completely 

unscathed. Real-time strategy (RTS) 

games are known for their mix of 

tactical beard-stroking and impulsive 

action, something akin to playing 

chess with a gun to your head. And 

while the likes of StarCraft and

Command & Conquer became PC-

gaming touchstones, their console 

versions always lost something in 

translation, and the genre has thus 

far has failed to produce a couch-

potato hit. Now all de Plater has to 

do is be the first person to get it right. 

Reinventing the wheel
“We knew the big challenge would be 

the control scheme,” says de Plater. 

No kidding. PC strategy games tend 

to stretch out across the 101-plus 

keys of a standard keyboard. Couple 

this with a heavy use of precision 

mouse-pointing and you’ve got an 

interface that’s impossible to re-

create with a traditional gamepad. 

“RTS on consoles has never really 

worked,” says de Plater. But what 

about last year’s The Lord of the 

Rings: The Battle for Middle-earth 

II, which received warm reviews 

from many critics, EGM included? 

“[That game] was a test case for 

exactly what we didn’t want to do,” 

says de Plater. “They took a PC, 

top-down RTS and just re-mapped 

the controls.... It’s really painful.” 

To give the genre a fresh start on 

console, de Plater decided to start 

from scratch. “The first thing we did 

was ban any reference to the PC. We 

were determined to design it from the 

ground up for console.”

And so this seedling war game 

turned to an unlikely inspiration: the 

American pastime that is Madden

NFL Football. “In a lot of ways, it’s a 

strategy game,” says de Plater of the 

venerable sports-game institution. 

“You pick your teams and the 

composition of your units. You call 

your plays, and then you execute 

them down on the field—breaking 

enemy lines, running, passing, 

whatever. We really wanted the same 

kind of feel. We thought, ‘What would 
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a Madden battlefield look like? How 

can we make Madden War?’”

While traditional PC RTS games 

give players a mile-high bird’s-eye 

view of the action, Madden plays on 

the turf, smack in the middle of the 

game. Videogame football wasn’t 

always played in 3D, of course, 

but de Plater sees in the evolution 

of Madden a path for his game to 

follow. “All the old [Madden] games 

were top-down and 2D, but then they 

had this idea: the virtual stadium,” 

says de Plater. “Suddenly, there was 

a camera coming down onto the 

field, immersing you in this world.”

In short, console gamers want to 

believe that they’re in the game, and 

the RTS genre has yet to make that 

really happen.

In the s***
Imagine a field—less turf, more 

scorched earth—a wasteland dotted 

here and there with bombed-out 

buildings and the charred remains 

of cars. Instead of the Colts versus 

the Bears in the Super Bowl, it’s 

the U.S. versus the European Union 

versus the Russians in World War 

III. Instead of a team of million-dollar 

athletes, you’re in control of several 

billion dollars’ worth of bleeding-

edge military hardware: tanks, 

helicopters, artillery vehicles, and 

platoons of trained killers. You are 

on the ground. You are in the s***. 

Much like a sports game, you “pass” 

control (and your point of view) from 

one unit to the next at the press 

of a button. The camera is always 

attached to somebody or something, 

never floating disembodied above 

the action. This, of course, limits 

what you can see on the battlefield, a 

critical strategic element of EndWar.

“[One] advantage of having real 3D 

instead of top-down is that the line of 

sight is real,” says de Plater. “So, if 

there are guys in the valley, you can’t 

see them. If guys are farther away, 

they’re hard to see. If they’re behind 

something, you can’t see them at 

all.” With your view no longer godlike, 

cover becomes a bigger focus. Not 

only are your soldiers and equipment 

more protected from fire, but they 

can also be hidden from sight. This 

creates the basic feel and tempo of 

EndWar, bouncing around from hot 

spot to hot spot like a soccer ball as 

the war rages around you. 

But as the commander of an entire 

How can we make 
Madden War ?

>

—Creative Director Michael de Plater on the 

influence sports games have on EndWar

� Soldiers act in surprisingly lifelike 

ways, taking cover naturally behind cars 

and walls, breaking down doors, and 

helping the wounded back to safety.

>
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battalion of troops, you sometimes 

need to see the bigger picture. 

Another button press brings up a 

full battlefield map—your Madden

playbook, if you will. “We’ve got this 

strategic map where you call your 

plays,” says de Plater. “You give your 

high-level orders, like: ‘Green team, 

take that hill!’ Then you go to the 

battlefield and control [the action].” 

When he says that you can “give” the 

order, he means it. EndWar employs 

an optional voice-command system 

that can control every aspect of the 

game, from deploying your troops 

to changing your view from one unit 

to another. De Plater explains: “We 

were thinking, ‘How do you feel when 

you’re commanding troops? How do 

you create that feeling?’ The answer 

is: You call orders to them.” 

Hunched over an Xbox 360 joypad 

in Ubisoft’s Shanghai studio, de 

Plater calls out a series of commands 

into his McDonald’s drive-thru 

headset: “Unit one, capture delta.” 

A platoon of troops marches off 

toward a distant office building. “Unit 

four, camera.” The camera swings 

around to a pack of menacing tanks 

parked around a battered high-

rise. “Reinforce tanks.” More tanks 

join the crowd. “Unit four, attack 

tango one.” The tanks head out for 

another target. This voice system, 

unlike other recent attempts that 

had trouble recognizing commands, 

seems to work remarkably well. 

Though de Plater says that it “still 

needs some work,” he thinks, once 

polished, EndWar’s voice-command 

system will be better than what we’ve 

seen before. “I think [voice] worked 

pretty great in SOCOM,” he says. 

“But that’s PS2 and a few years ago 

now. The technology has improved, 

and we’ve got more processor that 

we can throw at it.” 

If so, it could dramatically 

change the feel of the game. “Voice 

command is to a strategy game 

what a steering wheel is to a driving 

game,” says de Plater. “It’s an 

immersive thing to be able to order 

your guys around and watch them 

do what you tell them to do. And it’s 

something I think we would have 

trouble [with in] a more traditional 

RTS. By simplifying the range of 

actions available, we’ve designed the 

whole game around voice control. It 

really keeps the game more simple 

and straightforward.”

Military minimalism
“Simple” and “straightforward” are 

two commandments the game’s 

designers seem to be following 

religiously, a concession to the 

streamlined nature of console 

gaming. EndWar is real-time strategy 

on a diet. “I really enjoy the discipline 

of designing for console,” says de 

Plater. “On PC, the trend for RTS 

games is to think, ‘OK, we’re up to 

version seven of this game; let’s add 

stuff.’ And because you’re on the PC, 

you think, ‘That’s fi ne—we can put 

another button on the keyboard.’ On 

console, you’re just so constrained. 

And every time we cut features out, it 

just made the game better.” 

On a basic level, the number of 

units (the various types of troops 

or vehicles) available in EndWar is 

held to a modest seven: Rifl emen 

(dudes with guns), Engineers (dudes 

with bigger guns), Tanks (surely 

you know these), Transports (carry 

dudes with guns and antiaircraft 

weapons), Helos (because helicopter 

just doesn’t sound cool enough), 

Artillery (long-range destruction), and 

Command Vehicles (your mobile war 

room, pimped out with an array of 

missiles). Each unit type has its own 

strengths and weaknesses against 

the other unit types, a rock-paper-

scissors-like structure that stays 

uniform across the game’s three 

opposing factions. Here’s another 

number: 12, the maximum amount of 

units/squads you can have in battle 

at any given time. Again, this keeps 

things simple, and notice, it’s close 

to the 11 players on a football team, 

something de Plater aimed for in 

creating the feel of “Madden at war.”

Resource management (nerd talk 

for getting money and spending 

it) is getting streamlined, too. “Our 

resource model is really simple,” 

says de Plater. “It’s not like, ‘I’ve got 

$312 dollars, and this costs $250.’ 

All the units cost the same, so we’re 

balancing the units to be the same. 

Now my only decision is, ‘What kind 

of unit do I want?’” Since dollar 

amounts aren’t needed, money in the 

game is represented graphically (as 

of now, by stars). These purchasing 

coupons are gained just as simply: 

Voice command is to a 

strategy game what a steering 

wheel is to a driving game.

>

—Michael de Plater

� While most of your time in EndWar

is spent down on the ground with your 

troops, your command vehicle’s tactical 

map gives you the battlefield big picture. 

>
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“It’s the Apocalypse, Clancy style, if you were to take the Book of Revelation and try to do it as a techno-thriller,” says EndWar story director John 

Gonzalez. One thing’s for sure: The War on Terror is off the table in this game’s fiction, so just imagine all that stuff in the Middle East never happened as 

you take a tour through the events that lead EndWar to World War III.

COUNTDOWN TO WORLD WAR III

Time to stock up on bottled water, canned food, and roach motels

2 0 1 1
Russia Left out of the Missile Shield Club

The U.S. and European Union (EU) sign the historic SLAMS (Space-

Land-Air Missile Shield) Treaty, agreeing to codevelop technologies for a 

comprehensive, interlocking anti–ballistic missile system. Left out in the 

cold, Russia accelerates development of its own system.

2020
Now

With the final module of the Freedom Star set to launch from Kennedy 

Space Center amid international outcry, it comes as little surprise when a 

group of terrorists attack the launch site. In investigating the source of the 

attack, the U.S., Europe, and Russian Federation find themselves at odds, 

rolling with unstoppable momentum toward full-scale global war.

2014
The End of Nuclear War

SLAMS goes live. The world watches as the U.S. and EU launch test salvos against each other. The 

results are extraordinary: Each nation’s missile shield destroys 100 percent of the dummy missiles 

fired against it. The U.S. and EU governments pronounce “the end of strategic nuclear war,” and the 

world celebrates a new age of peace and security.

2015
Energy Crisis

Like toppling dominos, several major oil companies own up to having 

“overstated” recoverable oil reserves. For weeks, the price of oil spikes 

to $200 dollars per barrel, shocking stock markets in New York, London, 

and Tokyo into a massive downturn. With worldwide energy production 

slumping, “energy security” becomes the explicit priority of governments 

around the world. Only Russia, already the world’s No.1 supplier of oil and natural gas, benefits 

from the energy crisis, spending its petrodollars on a revitalized, technologically sophisticated 

military. Tensions between the world’s three superpowers mount.

2018
The Militarization of Space

The United States reveals plans to launch the “Freedom Star” space station into high orbit by 2020. 

While partly designed for civilian research purposes, the station will also house three companies of 

Marines, who can deploy anywhere on earth within 90 minutes. International reaction is extremely 

negative, to say the least.

� You can control your battalion entirely by voice 

chat, though your neighbors might wonder why 

you keep screaming, “Unit four, capture tango!”
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When you capture a strategic point 

on the map (say, an enemy base), 

you’re awarded one. Easy—almost 

too easy, in fact. There’s a thin line 

between “elegant simplicity” and 

“dumbed down for the masses.” But 

de Plater says that what EndWar

loses in number-crunching, it will 

gain in deep combat. Apparently, it’s 

a matter of semantics: 

de Plater: “The emphasis is much 

more on the tactical side than on the 

strategic.”

Me: “Oh, right.... Wait, what’s the 

difference?”

de Plater: “The strategy in Iraq 

might be to get the oil, but the 

tactics are how you maneuver your 

troops in order to execute that. 

Strategy is your high-level goals and 

managing your resources. Tactics are 

maneuvering your troops around to 

beat the other guy. We want to make 

it more like a battlefi eld war game....”

Rule No. 1: no magic
In that spirit, the EndWar team is out 

to make battle on a large scale feel 

less like an interactive board game 

and more like real war. “One of our 

rules is: There’s no magic,” says 

de Plater. “There are no buildings 

popping up magically just because 

there’s an engineer standing nearby. 

If a new unit arrives on the battlefi eld, 

it has to arrive by helicopter and 

get dropped off. Everything has to 

happen in the real world.” This being 

war, the real world suffers collateral 

damage. “Everything is destructible,” 

de Plater says. The smoldering ruins 

of Paris, Moscow, and Washington, 

D.C., in the game are a testament to 

the simple truth of that statement. 

But nothing in EndWar seems 

more detailed and obsessed over 

than the surprisingly varied way 

soldiers act (and react) on the 

battlefi eld. Squadrons of heavily 

armed soldiers, when ordered to 

a cluster of fi rebombed cars, will 

automatically take cover in different 

ways, periodically taking potshots at 

the enemy through windows and over 

hoods. If a soldier gets shot, one of 

his squadmates will drag him back 

to safety. When the player orders 

reinforcements, the additional troops 

deploy from helicopters, rappeling 

down the ropes like old pros. When 

ordered to take control of a building, 

the troops will gather around the 

entrance and break in Rainbow

Six–style—boot through the door and 

guns blazing. Then they’ll take sniper 

positions in the windows. These 

moments play out like minidramas, 

almost as if they are cut-scenes in 

and of themselves.  

These scenes are a clever way 

to encourage players to empathize 

and identify with their characters, a 

diffi cult task in a genre that prefers 

many and anonymous to few and 

personal. To further the cause, 

EndWar emphasizes an almost 

Pokémon-like ownership over a 

player’s units. “It’s a battalion that 

you own,” says de Plater. “You can 

personalize it. You can customize 

it. You can choose its motto and 

its heraldry. You can change its 

composition and abilities.” And if you 

let your soldiers die, there’s no retry. 

They’re gone for good, along with 

all their upgrades. But keep them 

alive, and your troops will emerge as 

grizzled vets, even chattering about 

old conquests. “Their history as they 

fi ght with you is saved, and they’ll 

refer to that,” says de Plater. “So, if 

you’ve got experienced troops, they’ll 

remember battles that they fought six 

months before. There’s  persistence. 

Their experience goes up. They 

build up medals. It’s a nerdy thing, 

but this goes back to toy soldiers 

like Warhammer, where you collect, 

paint, and customize your army. It’s 

your own collection of soldiers.”

Boys and their toys
It’s a rare occasion that a game 

reveals something personal about 

its creators, the always anonymous 

team hunched over their computers 

late into the night. But there’s 

something about EndWar that, 

despite aspiring to serious, gritty 

realism, suggests a nostalgia for 

little green army men lined up in the 

grass. “Most of the people here are 

probably doing the same thing for 

fun that they were doing when they 

were six or seven,” says de Plater. 

“When I was little, that’s what I did: 

I lined up my little toy soldiers and 

invented combat systems. Whenever 

anyone plays with toy soldiers, what 

they’re really doing is imagining this 

battlefi eld coming to life.” 

More than anything, that’s what 

EndWar is all about. P

� Your troops are persistent from battle to battle, so 

if you keep them alive long enough, they might recall 

situations from previous battles. If you let them die, 

they’re gone forever, replaced by new recruits.

Every time we cut features out, 
it just made the game better.

>

—Michael de Plater

Check EGM216.1UP.com in late 

May for video footage of EndWar.
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COMMAND & CONQUER 3: 
TIBERIUM WARS

WHAT A MONTH. Normally, this 

would be the space where I bitch 

about this season’s yearly drought 

of games. But while that’s the case 

again, who even cares when the 

games that do come out are of such 

menial quality? Let’s look at the list: 

No Wii games. One uninspired port 

for the PS3. Three PS2 games, all 

average-at-best RPGs. If it weren’t for 

C&C3, it’d be a complete bust. Sure, 

plenty of movies are coming out, but 

I’d rather be playing new games. Ah, 

well—I suppose I’ll just watch the 

GTA4 trailer again.

—Greg Ford, Reviews Editor
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Micromanagement for the win 

SEND IN THE 
TROOPS

84
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 10  to 9
8.5 to 7
6.5 to 5
4.5 to 3
2.5 to 0

Reviews: You can also find the lead 

EGM review on 1UP.com. The second 

and third reviews—you’ll find those here.

Awards: We dole out awards to games 

based on their scores. Platinum: all 10s; 

Gold: 9.0 average and up; Silver: 8.0 

average or higher. Game of the Month 

goes to the highest-scoring game with 

unanimously “Good” scores, and Shame 

of the Month is the reverse. Simple.
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THIS MONTH'S REVIEW CREW

We apologize in advance for any hurt feelings you might encounter while reading this

Dan “Shoe” Hsu
Editor-in-Chief

He prefers Lord of the Rings: 

Battle for Middle-earth II (orcs 

and elves) over Command & 

Conquer 3 (tanks and guns).... 

It’s official: Shoe is now a level-

50 dork, which maxes out his 

Invisibility to Hot Chicks power.

Now Playing: Lord of the Rings: 

Battle for Middle-earth II, Worms

Blog: egmshoe.1UP.com

Also on 
deck…

John Davison

Editorial Director

1UP Network

Brooks Huber

Editorial Intern

Andrew Pfister

Reviews Editor

1UP.com

Jenn Frank

Community Patrol

1UP.com

Scott Sharkey

Staff Writer

1UP.com

Mark MacDonald

Director 

GameVideos.com

Demian Linn

Managing Producer

GameVideos.com

Ray Barnholt

Staff Reviewer

MyCheats.com

Darren Gladstone

Senior Editor

Games for

Windows: The 

Official Magazine

Want more?
Looking for a review 

of a game we didn’t 

have enough time or 

room for? We’ve got 

you covered. Check 

1UP.com for all your 

up-to-date review 

needs. Bravo.

Shane Bettenhausen
Executive Editor

This month’s lineup of lame 

review games inspired Shane 

to revisit the classically horrible 

games lurking for his 3DO, Sega 

CD, and Jaguar. Full-motion-

video sing-alongs put everything 

in perspective....

Now Playing: Virtua Fighter 5,

Lair, Blue Dragon, Night Trap

Blog: egmshane.1UP.com

Jennifer Tsao
Managing Editor

Jennifer doesn’t mind this 

month’s gaming drought. It’s 

nice to be able to catch up 

on classics she never played, 

oddities she overlooked, and 

weirdly addictive puzzlers. 

Now Playing: Castlevania:

Symphony of the Night, Kirby

Squeak Squad, Brain Buster

Blog: egmjennifer.1UP.com

Crispin Boyer
Senior Editor

An April Fools’ joke gone bad 

landed Crispin out of a job for 

a bit. But he’s been welcomed 

back with a ground-floor 

opportunity: door-to-door EGM

salesman. He’ll be in your town 

interrupting your dinner soon.

Now Playing: God of War II,

Guitar Hero II, Crackdown

Blog: egmcrispin.1UP.com

Bryan Intihar
Previews Editor

Why is Bryan so happy? Well, 

he was lucky enough to review 

only one of the many terrible 

games this month. Man, the 

holiday season really can’t come 

soon enough.

Now Playing: Lost Planet: 

Extreme Condition, Resistance: 

Fall of Man (online multiplayer)

Blog: egmbryan.1UP.com

Greg Ford
Reviews Editor

Every spring, we worry Greg 

will join his softball league full 

time. And every year, we have 

to convince him to stay. This 

time, the trick was Guitar Hero 

II on the 360. Who knew such 

a music-impaired gamer would 

enjoy rocking out so much?

Now Playing: Guitar Hero II

Blog: egmford.1UP.com

Michael Donahoe
News/Features Editor

Michael fueled up the rocket 

ships for a WrestleMania visit, 

where he was ridiculed by 

wrestlers for The 1UP Show.

Watching his interviews is like 

lying on the lawn and getting 

run over by a lawn mower....

Now Playing: Metroid: Zero 

Mission

Blog: egmhoe.1UP.com

Andrew Fitch
Staff Reviewer

Good news: Andrew’s finally 

succeeded in his quest to land 

a gaming girlfriend. Bad news: 

The Animal Crossing critters are 

now watching his every move.

Now Playing: Watching the 

girlfriend play Animal Crossing

on her GameCube, DS...and 

other DS.

Blog: copydesk-fitch.1UP.com

Joe Rybicki
Staff Reviewer

Since moving to Ohio, Joe’s 

repeated attempts to invite his 

Amish neighbors over for a 

game of Guitar Hero II seem to 

have fallen on deaf beards. Er, 

ears. He can’t figure out why no 

one’s returning his calls.

Now Playing: New Super Mario 

Bros., Wii Sports, MotorStorm

Blog: opmjoer.1UP.com

Greg Sewart
Staff Reviewer

Sewart just found out he’s going 

to be the daddy of a bouncing 

baby girl. Expectations are 

high. Not only will she be on 

the Canadian women’s Olympic 

hockey team in 2022, but the 

first female NASCAR champ.

Now Playing: Castlevania:

SOTN, Oblivion, Guitar Hero II

Blog: stewy.1UP.com
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Frighteningly flawed

wJOE: What a tragedy. Here we have 

a game so well designed—a scary 

first-person shooter where you have 

powers to slow down time—that it’s 

earned accolades on PC and 360. But 

on PS3, inexcusable technical issues 

cripple it. Witness the choppy graph-

ics—doesn’t the PS3 have the power 

to make this stuff run smoothly? 

Witness the perceptible lag between 

hitting the fire button and, you know, 

firing. Hear the sound glitches that 

often make it impossible to discern 

where shots are coming from. You’ve 

basically got one of the most repre-

hensible ports in recent memory.

What’s worse is that you can see 

what a good game it should be. The 

atmosphere is spectacular, deliver-

ing genuinely frightening moments at 

just the right times. And the enemies 

are brilliant, taking cover and working 

together in a remarkably believable 

fashion. So the fundamental design 

makes it worth checking out if you 

have neither a PC nor 360...barely.

wSHOE: Yes, F.E.A.R. has great A.I.—

enemies will circle around the level, 

flush you out with a grenade, or call 

out your presence if they catch your 

flashlight beam...all shooters need to 

be this brainy. But spectacular atmo-

sphere? Only if Joe’s talking about the 

intense music. Otherwise, the cheap 

scares do nothing for me because of 

a general lack of context behind them. 

Worse, the impossibly endless office/

warehouse stages (which make up 

the bulk of the game) are amongst the 

most generic I’ve seen in any shooter. 

Things pick up around chapter 8, but 

by then you may be in deep sleep.

wMARK: I guess it’s only fitting 

no one’s talked about multiplayer 

yet—the developers obviously didn’t 

give a crap about it; why should we? 

Suffice to say the lame environments 

and dull game types waste the slow-

mo mechanic’s unique potential, and 

the lack of basic features (can’t switch 

levels or modes without starting a new 

game, no voice chat) is the slapdash 

icing on this half-baked cake. Single-

player fares better—thanks to smart 

enemies and the twisted story—but 

technical snafus and (worth repeating) 

horribly boring levels will keep you 

from getting deep into F.E.A.R.P

F.E.A.R.
� Publisher: VU Games � Developer: Monolith/Day 1 � Players: 1-16 � ESRB: Mature

PlayStation 3

� Smart enemies star in F.E.A.R....too

bad clever levels didn’t join them.

The Good: Great 

design, genuine 

frights, brilliant A.I.

The Bad: Almost 

embarrassing techni-

cal issues

Buy It: On Xbox 360 

(or PC) instead

THE VERDICTS 
(OUT OF 10)

MARK

5.0
AVERAGE

SHOE

5.0
AVERAGE

JOE

6.0
AVERAGE
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COMMAND & CONQUER 3: 
TIBERIUM WARS

� C&C vets will recognize 

the GDI and Nod factions. 

These alien pricks? New.

� Publisher: Electronic Arts � Developer: EALA � Players: 1-4 � ESRB: Teen

Xbox 360

Commanding your cranium

wSHOE: It seems real-time strategy 

is becoming a big-time genre on 

consoles (see last year’s The Lord of 

the Rings: The Battle for Middle-earth 

II on 360 or our cover story in this 

issue), with well-thought-out control 

schemes, top-notch production val-

ues, and full online support (rankings, 

downloadable content, and so on) 

becoming the norm. Command & 

Conquer 3: Tiberium Wars does all 

that rather well, and even streamlines 

the fine BFME2 controls, letting you 

construct units and buildings without 

having to scroll back to click on the 

proper source structure.

 While creating your futuristic armies 

in this GDI (good guys) vs. Nod (bad 

guys) vs. Scrin (really bad, alien guys 

who show up late in the game and 

have their own shortened campaign 

that you can play) three-way war is a 

breeze, commanding them to conquer 

can get tricky, despite all the console-

friendly controls. Some units and tur-

rets are tiny compared to BFME2’s,

making them difficult to select indi-

vidually (the optional magnetic cursor 

overcompensates even on the “low” 

setting, so no thanks). You need to 

babysit aircraft because the brainless 

pilots will lazily circle over anti-lazy-

pilot guns when they have no other 

orders to follow (similarly, ground units 

don’t know how to avoid health-drain-

ing Tiberium fields). And during the 

campaign, the computer won’t let up 

even though you can’t manage every-

thing as quickly as you can on the 

PC—a few of the missions get very 

frustrating to handle.

 But on a level playing field (multi-

player), these problems seem to be 

less significant, so you can more enjoy 

the variety and strategies this latest 

C&C brings to the battlefield.

wJOHN: As a vocal detractor of the 

wacko control scheme in BFME2, I 

approached C&C3 with huge, huge 

doubts. I’ve played every game in 

the series, and the idea of squeez-

ing out everything that’s needed with 

a couple of analog sticks and eight 

buttons still seems utterly ridiculous. 

You know what, though? It works, 

and in my mind it’s better than EA’s 

previous effort. Shoe and Darren may 

whine about the lack of a mouse-and-

keyboard option, but once you nail 

The Good: Very 

streamlined, console-

friendly interface...

The Bad: ...but too 

fast-paced a game 

for that interface

Drunk: The ever-cir-

cling A.I. pilots

THE VERDICTS 
(OUT OF 10)

SHOE

7.0
GOOD

JOHN

8.0
GOOD

DARREN

7.0
GOOD



Face time

assigning frequently used features to 

the D-pad and setting up time-saving 

default actions, it’s remarkably quick.

 As Shoe mentions, the pathfind-

ing can be a bit lousy (as in all RTS 

games, it seems) and the single-player 

campaign can be tough, but where 

C&C3 really shines is in multiplayer. 

It’s an absolute blast thanks to well-

designed, dense maps and a set 

of modes that focus on quick, fun 

skirmishes. Just don’t try and play 

on a standard-def television, as the 

user interface is rendered so tiny that 

you can’t see objective points or read 

most of the instruction text.

wDARREN: Yeah, yeah. This is the 

part where the crusty game geezer 

yammers about the “good ol’ days” of 

PC gaming. Stow it. I gave the game-

pad a fair shake for C&C3, and y’know 

what? It works...at first.

 Taking command of small battles 

at the onset makes sense (and 

thank Jeebus for the analog stick’s 

tweakable sensitivity, which makes 

or breaks your experience!). Still, all 

the shortcuts on all the gamepads 

in all the world won’t save your ass 

in those larger, climactic skirmishes 

you encounter during the campaigns. 

Instead of quickly selecting the cor-

rect battle group or build order, you’re 

jumping through too many hoops 

to get tactical. It’s that much more 

annoying since the game shines in the 

smaller-scale battles.

 I’m not saying you can’t enjoy an 

epic RTS on consoles, but as the 

battlefield grew here, I’d have killed for 

a keyboard and mouse. At least that’s 

my excuse for losing to Shoe in multi-

player—and I’m sticking to it. P

� Pop open a tall boy of Colt 

45, sit back, and enjoy the rel-

atively well-acted (though still 

unavoidably cheesy) live-video 

cut-scenes starring the likes 

of Michael Ironside (Splinter

Cell), Tricia Helfer (Battlestar

Galactica), and Billy Dee Wil-

liams (oh, you know).

Plug in your Xbox Live Vision cam to get your mug onscreen in the mul-

tiplayer setup room, during the game (shown here), and in the postgame 

lobby. The video comes in really smooth, but it serves no gameplay pur-

pose whatsoever, unless you count in-your-face celebrations as part of the 

“gameplay” (the winner has his pic large, front and center, on the victory 

screen—perfect for gloating and flashing obscene gestures at the rest of 

the players). You have the option to turn these videos off, of course.
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The Good: Pretty good co-op with a few friends

The Bad: No fun otherwise

Really?: $60 for what should be an Xbox Live Arcade game

wSHARKEY: Zombies Ate My Neighbors

(SNES/Genesis) was a pretty goddamn great 

game—an overhead action-shooter in which 

you take on classic (albeit generic) movie 

monsters. I sure would like to play that again 

as a modernized 360 title. Except without 

an absolutely lousy checkpoint system, non-        

remappable controls that require way too 

much use of the L3 and R3 thumbstick but-

tons, hard-to-control vehicles, instant-death 

environmental hazards, and, well, so many 

problems that listing them all would far out-

strip my word count.

 The game’s saving grace is its multiplayer 

co-op, which makes all of the game’s short-

comings easier to bear. Hell, it becomes really 

fun. Which is why it’s so baffling that online 

play consists entirely of 

arena modes. With three 

friends on a couch with 

you, this is a solid 7. 

Considering that friends 

and a couch don’t come 

in the box, meaning more 

solo play, it’s more of a 3. 

I’m going to compromise 

and call it a 4.5.

wBROOKS: No objection here. Monster

Madness is a train wreck if you happen to be 

an only child or lack nearby friends. From the 

arthritis-inducing control scheme to the relent-

less hordes of ghouls that have an affinity for 

gangbanging you, gameplay flaws abound. 

Also teeth-grinding: attempting to scavenge 

the weapon-upgrading nuts and bolts via 

awkward platforming, made all the more pain-

ful by the broken jumping system. But, as if 

by magic, said flaws become less noticeable 

when sitting next to a buddy—who doesn’t 

enjoy tag-teaming a cat-tossing zombie gran-

ny or gunning down Bigfoot with a bud?

wGREG S: As a single-player game, Monster

Madness’ uninspired mix of collect-a-thon 

quests and Smash T.V.–style action doesn’t 

impress. Had it been almost entirely about 

blowing away zombies, it would’ve fared bet-

ter. Sure, co-op play helps the cause, but 

the online? Yikes. It’s a boring, arena-based 

deathmatch. The developers squandered a 

great opportunity to get some multiplayer 

campaign action happening. Plus, I can’t 

shake the feeling this should have been a $10 

download on Xbox Live Arcade. 

Zombies Ate My Online Co-op

The Best a Man Can Get™

Fusion™ HydraGel™ Clear Skin 

is formulated with skin cleansing

ingredients that start removing

dirt and oil before you shave.
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� Publisher: SouthPeak � Developer: Artificial Studios

� Players: 1-4 � ESRB: Teen

Xbox 360

MONSTER
MADNESS: BATTLE 
FOR SUBURBIA

THE VERDICTS 
(OUT OF 10)

GREG S.

4.0
BAD

BROOKS

4.0
BAD

SHARKEY

4.5
BAD
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Looks great...but it’s six years too late

wA. FITCH: Dawn of Mana, the latest 

entry in Square Enix’s ailing action-

RPG franchise, gets the superficial 

things right—the candy-coated graph-

ics and beautiful soundtrack capture 

the classic charm of Secret of Mana

(SNES). But Dawn’s developers seem 

to have forgotten why we all loved 

Secret more than a decade ago: Its 

combat system is a plodding, physics-

based mess that bears little resem-

blance to the fast-paced Mana games 

of old, and its chaotic, confusing lev-

els—compounded by “helpful” guide 

arrows that lead you straight into brick 

walls—are the antithesis of Secret’s 

simple, elegant design.

Six years ago, as a first-generation 

PS2 title, Dawn might’ve been accept-

able as Mana’s transition into the 3D 

world. But after years of far better 

action-RPGs—and coming on the 

heels of last year’s mediocre Children

of Mana (DS)—it’s unacceptable.

wSHANE: I hate to say it, but yeah, 

Dawn’s just another misguided wrong 

turn. By axing most of the series’ 

normal role-playing elements, the 

developers have effectively devolved 

Dawn of Mana into a linear adventure-

platformer. Those willing to stomach 

the troublesome camera will find a 

surprisingly robust physics system 

that fuels both the puzzles and com-

bat with plenty of emergent gameplay. 

Yet the thrill of tossing stuff around 

the environments does wear thin, as 

you’ll find little to do of consequence 

other than kill enemies. And since 

all acquired spells and stat bonuses 

obnoxiously reset to zero at the start 

of each stage, you won’t feel too 

inspired to venture on.

wGREG S: Shane’s nuts—the thrill of 

the “surprisingly robust” physics sys-

tem wore off about two seconds into 

the first level. If you’re going to center 

puzzles—and some combat—on 

physics-based object interaction, you 

should make sure pushing something 

where you want it to go isn’t a mad-

dening bout of trial and error. But 

the sickness-inducing camera makes 

manipulating objects such a chore 

that I often found it difficult to prog-

ress. The game has gorgeous graph-

ics and a decent story, but the infuri-

ating play mechanics kill it. P

DAWN OF MANA
Publisher: Square Enix � Developer: Square Enix � Players: 1 � ESRB: Teen

PlayStation 2

The Good: Looks

and sounds like a 

classic Mana game

The Bad: Doesn’t 

play anything like a 

classic Mana game

Mana’s Last Hope:

Heroes of Mana (DS)

THE VERDICTS 
(OUT OF 10)

A. FITCH

4.5
BAD

SHANE

5.0
AVERAGE

GREG S.

4.0
BAD



ATELIER 
IRIS 3: GRAND 
PHANTASM
� Publisher: NIS America � Developer: Gust

� Players: 1 � ESRB: Teen

PlayStation 2
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Grand phantasy phailure

wRAY: I’ve played my fair share of 

emasculating games, but nothing 

has made me feel more insecure 

than the Atelier Iris games. Sure, it’s 

a role-playing game series, so you 

always get a male hero with an inven-

tory of shiny swords and other pointy 

weapons, but characters are nothing 

without a story—and unfortunately 

you’ll be reading the same juvenile 

crap you’ve seen in the other Iris

games here. The series’ trademark 

alchemy feature, merging ingredients 

to make items, returns, but it’s practi-

cally the only unique thing about the 

game in the first place—most of the 

quests consist of making some num-

ber of some random item that some 

nonplayable character needs, and the 

quests in general are so menial that 

you’ll wonder where to even fit in the 

time to level up. The look of Phantasm

is also way past its prime, all rendered 

in an anime-meets-Bavarian-story-

book style, which will only strengthen 

the headache you’ll get from this 

ridiculously frilly adventure.

wJENN F: Emasculating? Whatever, 

Ray. Main man Edge’s salient ability is 

kicking ass; Iris is just here to magi-

cally cook and sew. And while I’m 

glad Iris isn’t a stay-at-home alchemist 

The Good: Optional

Japanese voice track 

for the discerning 

game nerd

The Bad: About as 

fulfilling as a Twinkie 

sampler

Questionable

Dialogue: “The 

grocery store is a 

woman’s battlefield!”

THE VERDICTS 
(OUT OF 10)

RAY

4.0
BAD

JENN F.

4.5
BAD

MICHAEL

6.0
AVERAGE

like Viese was in AI2, I’m really tired of 

walking her back and forth between 

battles, quests, and the alchemy 

kitchen. I still enjoy the alchemy and 

battle system, but the myriad fetch 

quests are simply a riveting game of 

map orientation. An epic adventure 

is hiding in here somewhere, but AI3

doesn’t bother getting around to it till 

it’s done boring you.

wMICHAEL: Yikes, what’s with the 

hate hailstorm? Yeah, AI3 doesn’t try 

to tinker too much with its cutesy for-

mula (no, eliminating random battles 

does not count as “innovation”), but 

that doesn’t mean you can’t find some 

fun here. Since I haven’t played the 

previous games in the series, I found 

the primitive pixelated characters to 

be rather charming. I’m just bummed 

the bulk of the game consists of 

boring quests that fall under the find-

the-useless-crap variety. And putting 

a time limit on the dungeons is just 

dumb—revisiting areas is never fun 

in an RPG...especially when you have 

to go back to the same place multiple 

frickin’ times in a row! But at least 

the two main things you do in the 

game—battling and alchemy—kept 

me playing longer than these two. 

� You sure did.
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Thin in the middle

ETRIAN ODYSSEY
� Publisher: Namco Bandai � Developer: CyberConnect2

� Players: 1 � ESRB: Teen

PlayStation 2

Patience, young nerd

� Publisher: Atlus � Developer: Atlus 

� Players: 1 � ESRB: Teen

DS

The Good: Still a decent RPG on a technical level

The Bad: But it’s 30 more hours of the exact same stuff

Or You Could Watch: .hack//Roots, the anime version

The Good: Addicting “how far can you get?” premise

The Bad: Takes patience...lots of patience

The Whip-Wielding Warrior: A little too into S&M 
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.HACK//G.U. 
VOL. 2: REMINISCE

wRAY: If you enjoyed the first .hack//G.U. enough to anticipate the 

next volume, then that’s swell. But if it didn’t hook you, then you’ll 

find no reason to continue this serialized RPG franchise. The mind-

melting story of a gang of players in a massively multiplayer online 

RPG trying to expose the evil developers is about as much fun to 

watch as Lost is these days; I can’t bother figuring it out anymore.

 Basically, Reminisce can’t rely on the novelty of the first vol-

ume. It simply pulls the story through the same rapidly repetitious 

gameplay. The battle system is still OK on its own, but when you’re 

hacking through the same dungeon types as before, your optimism 

starts its downward spiral. .hack is presented as a fake MMO, but 

it’s just not as addictive as the real thing, becoming like all the other 

by-the-numbers RPGs out there. Can’t say I didn’t see it coming, 

though—the first .hack series petered out halfway through, too.

wA. FITCH: I’m with you, Ray—except I’m even more disappointed. 

The first G.U. started off with a bang, putting you in the role of a bit-

ter, hardened MMO veteran exacting vengeance in the online world. 

Reminisce devolves into clichéd “If you die in the game, you might 

die for real!” nonsense, complete with characters spouting inane 

technobabble that makes The Matrix look profound by comparison. 

Plus, the interactive forums and e-mails (my favorite part of the 

.hack concept) aren’t available until a few hours in. Since the com-

bat’s exactly the same as Rebirth’s—and as repetitive as ever—the 

story’s the selling point. And it sure as hell ain’t worth another $40.

wGREG S: I’ll third that. Reminisce feels like a long-winded anime 

with mediocre RPG battle mechanics grafted 

on just so they could sell the thing for more 

money. And it takes so long for anything to 

happen throughout the game, and this buildup 

is way too slow for any of the ultimate payoffs. 

The whole serial-RPG thing is cool, I can give 

them that, but even fans who slogged through 

the last game will find Reminisce hard to sit 

through once they get past the plot’s few inter-

esting bits. 

THE VERDICTS 
(OUT OF 10)

RAY

6.0
AVERAGE

A. FITCH

4.0
BAD

GREG S.

5.0
AVERAGE

wA. FITCH: Donkey Kong, the first videogame I ever played, 

hooked me with a simple challenge from the big ape: “How high 

can you get?” I rarely got much higher than the second girder (I was 

5!), but I kept at it—the point was improving each time.

I got that nostalgic feeling playing Etrian Odyssey, a dungeon-

crawling roleplayer with Dungeons & Dragons trappings. Like real 

D&D, it requires you to actually think like an adventurer. From the 

start, enemies show no quarter, so you’ve got to set your plan of 

attack before you dare set foot in the dungeon. You even have 

to make your own maps with the stylus—it’s actually pretty fun, 

thanks to EO’s simple grid-based layout. Yes, the very deliberate

pace may turn off some, but I got addicted to getting just a little 

farther inside the labyrinth each time around. It’s a sense of accom-

plishment that’s missing from most modern games.

wMICHAEL: Sense of accomplishment? Wha—? No matter how 

long I play this painfully plodding game, I seem to earn nothing. 

Actually, scratch that—I did acquire something: one hardcore hand 

cramp. Seriously, this game doesn’t just require patience, it requires 

a time machine (how else are you going to make up those wasted 

hours?). And I’m sorry, I don’t want to be cartographer—making 

maps just seems like lazy game design to me. Yeah, it’s cool to 

see a new-school approach to the classic Wizardry games, but, uh, 

where are the improvements? Anyone?

wSHANE: First-person dungeon hacks might be roleplaying’s least 

sexy subgenre, but as Fitch says, oldsters will find satisfying depth 

in these plentiful lo-fi labyrinths. An easy-to-use 

character creation system smacks of classic 

pen-and-paper RPGs, and the DIY map-mak-

ing hearkens back to the good old days of 

Wizardry and Dungeon Master (when we actu-

ally drew on graph paper). Kids weaned on 

Final Fantasy VII likely won’t have the patience 

for it, but questers of the appropriate age 

(and/or nerdy enough to dig the Yuzo Koshiro 

soundtrack) should dive in. 

THE VERDICTS 
(OUT OF 10)

A. FITCH

8.0
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MICHAEL

4.0
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SHANE

6.0
AVERAGE



The Good: First and last missions are kinda cool

The Bad: The rest of the game

Unrelated To: Konami coin-op classic Time Pilot

wCRISPIN: Please, someone invent a real 

time machine so I can zap back to early April 

and warn myself not to play this dog-tired 

dogfighting-through-the-decades air-combat 

crapshoot. Oh, the takeoff is smooth enough, 

with your time-tripping pilot (named—yikes!—

Dr. Clock) racing in a rocket-powered biplane 

to blast apart a speeding locomotive. But 

then the game devolves into mindless period-

piece missions—set everywhere from ancient 

Atlantis to the surface of the moon—that, 

at best, play like a generic Star Fox and, at 

worst, fall to earth under a myriad of faults.

Chief among Time Ace’s tripping points: an 

autoengaging autopilot with a knack for toss-

ing you into buildings if you wander too far 

from the preset flight path. Add in spotty hit 

detection and you end up 

dying more from crashing 

into obstacles than from 

taking enemy fire. Spend 

your time watching 

Dogfights on the History 

Channel instead. 

wG. FORD: Sure, that 

first level is all right, but 

Time Ace’s best mission takes place in 2015 

B.C. Atlantis. Here, you’re strafing some old-

timey galleons before directing your plane 

underwater, collecting air bubbles to stay alive 

(think Sonic games, of all things). Yeah, it’s 

bizarre, but it’s fun and actually shows a hint 

of creativity. Thing is, it takes place after the 

game proper. Huh? Why bury the best level? 

Well, I suppose that’s right in line for a game 

with some of the worst 3D graphics in recent 

memory (check out those pixelated, paper-flat 

explosions) and tacked-on scratch-the-screen 

and connect-the-dots touch-screen support.

wDEMIAN: Oh, please don’t make me keep 

pl—. Wait, it’s over? Cool! I finished Time Ace

in one sad Sunday afternoon, and these guys 

are right on all counts, including G. Ford’s part 

about the best levels being at the end. I’d also 

like to add, for the benefit of the two people 

who might want to try the multiplayer mode, 

please reconsider. You’ll each need to have 

your own copy of the game, for starters, and 

then you’ll find that clumsy, oh-look-we-died-

simultaneously-again deathmatches in one of 

three maps aren’t much fun. What flight game 

doesn’t let you do a loop-the-loop anyway?

Time for a nap

Geeks transform into Alpha-Geeks

by becoming fluent in:

www.uat.edu > 877.UAT.GEEK

LEARN:

DIGITAL ANIMATION

DIGITAL ART AND DESIGN

DIGITAL VIDEO

GAME DESIGN

ARTIFICIAL LIFE PROGRAMMING

COMPUTER FORENSICS

GAME PROGRAMMING

NETWORK ENGINEERING

NETWORK SECURITY

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

WEB ARCHITECTURE

ROBOTICS

� Publisher: Konami � Developer: Trainwreck Studios 

� Players: 1-4 � ESRB: Everyone 10+

DS

TIME ACE

THE VERDICTS 
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3.0
BAD

� Hot tip: Beware of deadly 

gray things in the gray level.



See me after class

wJENNIFER: Like so many high 

school dropouts, Brooktown High had

potential. The dating sim casts you 

as a senior with raging hormones try-

ing to get good grades, make friends, 

earn spending money, and go to 

college—novel subject matter, right? 

Oh, how wonderful it could’ve been.... 

Trying to get popular through chats 

with classmates should’ve been a fun 

launching point, but not the major-

ity of the game. Conversations feel 

pointless and repetitive. Brooktown

does offer three minigames (yup, just 

three), but only one, Tongue Twister, 

is marginally original. It’s not ter-

rible, but that’s only relative to the 

other derivative duds, blackjack and 

rhythm-action. The real problem, 

though, is how scripted your progress 

feels. I studied, got a job, befriended 

everyone in school, danced, shopped, 

and heavily petted at the beach. But 

apparently, I was just going through 

the motions. My GPA could plum-

met; still my parents cheered. I’d ace 

the kissing game, but my date would 

brush me off. With loads of charm and 

ambition, Brooktown has Ivy League 

aspirations; too bad it flunked out.

wJOE: So I’m “going steady” with 

Jody, and she gets grounded for a few 

weeks. Like, ankle-bracelet grounded. 

The game’s response? “Time to play 

the field!” I was pleasantly surprised 

by Brooktown’s sharp dialogue, but 

given all the meaningless relation-

ships, clique warfare, and two-faced 

backstabbing, I can’t decide if the 

game is a brilliant indictment of super-

ficial American teen culture...or just a 

lazy attempt at an RPG-style life-sim-

lite that tries for individuality but ends 

up as just another shallow poseur. 

Either way, it just isn’t very good.

wJENN F: Brooktown is like Mad-

Libs: Dating crossed with Mean

Girls: The RPG. Despite glimmers of 

fascinating social politics—as well 

as the allure of vicarious, chilling 

what-if scenarios—senior year isn’t 

long enough, apparently, to explore 

anything in-depth. While intriguing, the 

game is never captivating. Prom was 

anticlimactic, school was dull, and I 

could keep my Popularity Meter level 

simply by avoiding people. At least the 

simulation was accurate. P

BROOKTOWN HIGH
Publisher: Konami � Developer: Backbone � Players: 1 � ESRB: Teen

PSP

� Nothing in the game is 

nearly this exciting...or fun.

The Good: A lot of 

original ideas

The Bad: All of 

which are half-assed-

ly implemented

Why: Does kissing 

trigger random stock-

footage cut-scenes?

THE VERDICTS 
(OUT OF 10)

JENN F.

5.0
AVERAGE

JOE

5.5
AVERAGE

JENNIFER

4.0
BAD
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� Tongue Twister: This 

is the “good” minigame.



The Good: The slick, stylish look

The Bad: The comically awful online play

Seriously: Online play may be the worst ever. Tell your friends

wJOE: Now that the stench of the first Coded

Arms has faded, it’s nice to see Contagion tak-

ing a few steps in the right direction. Yes, it’s 

still a first-person shooter on PSP—far from 

an optimal combination—but it overcomes its 

breeding to provide a pretty, stylish, and rea-

sonably satisfying experience. 

Contagion exploits its virtual-reality setting 

with plenty of deft touches, including a sur-

prisingly tense hacking minigame, impressive 

VR-style effects, and visuals that mix realistic 

elements with Tron-like areas. With such a 

sharp look, it’s surprising that the gameplay 

actually holds its own, delivering some solid 

weapon variety, a veneer of strategy courtesy 

of the equipment-upgrade system, some clev-

er level design, and, perhaps most shockingly, 

an utterly inoffensive con-

trol scheme. 

In fact, aside from the 

almost indescribably bad 

online play, Contagion

is surprisingly solid all 

around. It’s not going to 

win any awards, no, but 

it’s a pleasant enough 

FPS diversion.

wBRYAN: I think Joe needs to get his nose 

examined, because I’m picking up of a pretty 

strong whiff of the original Coded Arms here, 

and it ain’t smelling so great. Contagion’s 

enemies are about as brain-dead as the first 

game’s lot (even shots into their backsides 

don’t grab their attention), plus the controls 

are far from passable ( jack up the X-axis sen-

sitivity and your character still turns with the 

speed of an arthritic geriatric). But at least Joe 

didn’t miss the multiplayer’s stink; who knew 

virtual reality had such laggy online play and 

uninspired modes?

wANDREW P: And I’m somewhere in the 

middle, because even though Contagion does 

have an interesting techno facade and a com-

pletely tolerable control scheme, it still feels 

like every shooter I’ve ever played. The combi-

nation of linear levels, easy lock-on ability, and 

the vast amounts of ammo and health replen-

ishers makes for a fairly brainless ride. The 

weapon variety is nice, but you don’t get to 

upgrade your gear quickly enough, and some 

weapons ( like the pistol and grenade launcher) 

are throwaways. Contagion isn’t bad, but it’s 

totally unremarkable.

On the path to redemption
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� Publisher: Konami � Developer: Creat 

� Players: 1-8 � ESRB: Teen

PSP

CODED ARMS:
CONTAGION
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Microsoft hadn’t yet shown a final version of 

Forza 2 to anyone as of this writing, which 

means we have yet to see the final graphics 

or that clever/scary neural network A.I. that 

so intrigues us in action—but what we have 

seen up to now has certainly impressed us. 

wBOTTOM LINE: This is clearly a game 

where everything seems to be coming 

together right at the end of the project, and 

all we really know for certain is that the inten-

tions of developer Turn 10 are noble. (And, 

hey, the original wasn’t too shabby.) Look for 

our review next issue.

FORZA 
MOTORSPORT 2
� Publisher: Microsoft � ESRB: E

XB360

The games that were too late...or too little

REVIEWS WRAP-UP

Pokémon came a little too late for a full 

review (check for that next month), but based 

on a few hours of playtime, we can say with 

certainty that aspiring pocket-monster train-

ers everywhere will love it. It’s an awful lot 

like every previous Pokémon—collecting crit-

ters to battle in rock-paper-scissors RPGish 

battles—but it features enough DS-specific 

features to make it feel fresh.

wBOTTOM LINE: Wireless battling, online 

swapping, a supereffective interface, and 

kinda-3D graphics accompany the 100 (or 

so) new beasties destined to fuel your obses-

sive tendencies for the next year or two.

POKÉMON 
DIAMOND/PEARL
� Publisher: Game Freak/Nintendo � ESRB: E

DS
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Aedis Eclipse fixes a lot of the problems 

found in the previous Generation of Chaos.

The real-time-strategy-esque combat is still 

here, but the troop options and control setup 

are much more interesting, well thought-out, 

and fun. And the ability to modify the ele-

ment-based battlegrounds adds a whole new 

level of strategy to the game. 

wBOTTOM LINE: The story is still a bit too 

wordy and convoluted, but the detailed tuto-

rial and the choice of three different starting 

points make this one of the most user-

friendly NIS RPGs (traditionally very complex) 

in a long time.

AEDIS ECLIPSE: 
GENERATION OF 
CHAOS
� Publisher: NIS America � ESRB: E10+

PSP

Cube’s gravity-free world forces you to 

constantly adjust your perception of up and 

down as you roll a sticky cube across float-

ing platforms while collecting keys, dodging 

enemies, and flipping switches to deflect 

rolling bombs. The game has the potential 

to be a satisfyingly brain-bending puzzler, 

except that it contains some of the genre’s 

deadly sins: unreliable controls, unnecessary 

complexity, and long load times. But hey, if 

you don’t like what’s here, you can make and 

trade your own levels. 

wBOTTOM LINE: Look past Cube’s flaws 

and you’ll find an innovative puzzler.

CUBE
� Publisher: D3Publisher � ESRB: E

PSP
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THE SALES CHART

Amazon.com’s Top 20 for Mar/Apr

Light-gun games are a dying genre nowa-

days, but the DS is randomly resurrecting 

them...badly. Touch the Dead—not related 

at all to the classic House of the Dead— is

one of the most literal game titles you’ll find: 

You, well, touch the dead. But groping ghoul-

ies with the stylus just isn’t as much fun as 

poking holes in ’em with a pistol. And reload-

ing (you know, the essential action in any 

light-...er...touch-gun game) is just way too 

hard—sliding the extra rounds into your gun 

just isn’t responsive enough.  

wBOTTOM LINE: You’re better off not 

touching this one. 

TOUCH THE DEAD
� Publisher: Eidos � ESRB: M

DS

While Death, Jr.’s first DS foray looks sharp, 

the platforming elements and combat don’t 

succeed as well. Why? Combining 2D and 

3D elements makes for disorienting angles. 

Call it a faulty camera or poor level design, 

but simply jumping can be obnoxious when 

you can’t even see your destination. 

wBOTTOM LINE: The touch-screen con-

trols—tapping the screen to attack enemies 

or flinging souls with the stylus—don’t cut it; 

using the face buttons works better. Couple 

the ho-hum gameplay with inconsistent plat-

forming, and we can’t help but think the little 

Reaper should have stayed on the PSP.

DEATH, JR. AND 
THE SCIENCE 
FAIR OF DOOM
� Publisher: Konami � ESRB: E10+

DS

  # Name Platform EGM Scores

1 God of War II PS2 9.5  9.0  9.0

2 Ghost Recon: Advanced Warfighter 2 XB360 8.5  8.0  7.5

3 Guitar Hero II XB360 Not Reviewed

 4  God of War PS2 10   9.5   10

5 MotorStorm PS3 7.5  7.5  9.0 

 6  The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess Wii 10   10   10 

7 Brain Age: Train Your Brain in Minutes a Day! DS 8.5  9.0  9.5

 8  New Super Mario Bros. DS 9.5  10   8.0 

9 WarioWare: Smooth Moves Wii 8.0  8.5  7.5 

10 The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion PS3 9.5  8.5  9.0 

11 Splinter Cell: Double Agent XB360 8.0  8.0  9.0 

12 Castlevania: Portrait of Ruin DS 8.0  9.0  9.0 

13 Mario Kart DS DS 9.0  8.5  8.5 

14 Diddy Kong Racing DS DS 5.0  6.0  5.5 

15 Gears of War XB360 10   9.5  9.0 

16 MLB 07: The Show PS2 Not Reviewed

17 Major League Baseball 2K7 XB360 7.5  7.0  7.0 

18 Guitar Hero II (bundle with guitar) PS2 9.0  9.0  8.5 

19 Big Brain Academy DS 9.0  8.5  7.5 

20 Castlevania: Dawn of Sorrow DS 9.5  9.0  8.5

Epic recently added a new, 

point-based, king of the 

hill–style multiplayer mode 

called Annex (it’s about 

time!), but we’re still wait-

ing for those extra maps.

Don’t let the limited 

tracks and vehicles in 

MotorStorm drive you 

crazy; downloadable con-

tent is currently on track to 

hit sometime in May. 

If you’re already sick of 

Guitar Hero II’s set list, 

don’t crash that axe—pub-

lisher Red Octane recently 

put all the hits from the 

original game online. 

Sure, Kratos kicks ass in 

the game, but how does 

he fare in real life? Go to 

www.battleofthegods.tv 

to witness him duke it out 

with dorks in person. 
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Seanbaby was con-

fused this month 

when he encoun-

tered Strawberry 

Shortcake’s half-cup-

cake dog. He didn’t 

know whether to eat 

him or eat him.

WHEN THIS COLUMN STARTED, it 

was my job to review games no one 

else would bother with. If a game 

contained a Barbie or was in any way 

So Raven, it ended up here. It wasn’t 

long before videogame companies 

caught on and our review copy of 

Care Bears would get lost in the 

mail. For a few months I was happy. 

My suffering was on pause and I 

got to write about things like Pac-

Man joke books and the Hillbilliest 

Games of All Time. Do you think I, 

in any way, hated playing the hillbil-

liest games of all time? Hell no! I 

mud-bogged to Spencer’s, bought a 

No Fat Chicks ash tray, and impreg-

nated a fat chick on it, knowing the 

whole time I could write it off on my 

taxes. I was living life like I’d always 

dreamed: playing stuff that only kind 

of sucked while the slippery pile of 

my nearby lover screamed for me to 

kick a bag of pudding closer to its 

mouth hole. Well, if there’s one thing 

I learned during my time as a big-

shot hillbilly, it’s that you shouldn’t 

call your editors and burp, “Shut up 

and fish, I’m mud-boggin’ with Ham: 

The Woman, because that’s what I 

call her!” EGM put me in my place 

by handing me these four Rest of the 

Crap wake-up calls. Let my suffering 

begin again. 

> SEANBABY'S REST OF THE CRAP

They still make games like these?

Crap’s Triumphant 
Return

GAME OVER
> press continue for solid quaker values, grapple puns, and furries in space

Do you think I, in any way, hated 
playing the hillbilliest games of 

all time? Hell no!
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Strawberry Shortcake: 
Summertime Adventure— 
Special Edition (GBA) 
Gameplay: 1/10 

Every game needs a great conflict. 

In SSSA, that conflict is a baking 

contest. To add insult to that premise, Strawberry doesn’t 

even try to win it. She gathers food for everyone else through 

obstacles so inconsequential you barely notice them. Why 

should I care if next to the bundle of 30 berries there’s a pot-

hole that will make me drop three berries, when all the berries 

are for someone else’s frosting? Kiss my ass trying to get me 

to join Strawberry Shortcake on this journey of irrelevance. 

Fun Rating: 0/10 

Helping other people bake? That’s like buying a football game 

and finding out you control the guy who sells tents at a sport-

ing goods store. Have these people even seen a videogame? 

Double Dragon came out in about a million B.C. and even 

then they knew they should make Green Abobo a shirtless 

monster instead of unimportant pancakes near a mousetrap. 

Fun for Intended Audience Rating: Still 0/10 

If your daughter is finding enjoyment in this game, your OB-

GYN shouldn’t have delivered the poor thing with a shovel. 

Nightmare Rating: 7/10 

Strawberry Shortcake is a half-snack beast, and nothing in 

this world can kill her. Also, her dog is named Pupcake. He’s 

a mix of puppy and a cupcake!

Drake & Josh (GBA/DS) 
Gameplay: 0/10 

Look at this game’s box. I’m not playing it. 

But since I still have to review it, the game-

play feels like an old person throwing up into 

my mouth after they ate insects, and if I had 

looked at the graphics, I’d say they were adequate for an art-

ist to use to illustrate how terribly they’ve failed as a person. 

Fun Rating: 0/10 

When I imagine all the ways this game isn’t fun, I’m amazed 

at how right I must be. 

Fun for Intended Audience Rating: 6/10 

I think Drake & Josh fans will really relate to the game’s final 

boss, Explaining to Your Parents That You’re Gay. 

ESRB Rating: 0/10 

The game’s rated E for comic mischief. What kind of rating 

is that? Maybe “comic mischief” is Paranoid Parent Code for 

“Drake and Josh kissing.” If it isn’t, then some lazy jerk at the 

ESRB is due for a performance review. I can’t talk since I 

didn’t play the game either, but at least I 

fact-checked with my brain to make sure 

it wouldn’t matter in a million years if a 

kid saw “comic mischief.” And that’s not 

even my job. The guy who rated this game 

and the guy who designed the box ruined it 

for everyone. Apologies to Drake, but not 

to Josh. Not ever to Josh. 

Bratz Babyz (GBA) 
Gameplay: 2/10 

Apparently, a mother dropped her 

slut babies off at the mall on her way 

to fourth grade, and you play their 

role! Your main objective is to make 

money by taking odd jobs like singing karaoke and washing 

dogs, flashing open your diaper, anonymous sex, and ask-

ing strangers if they’re your father. Washing dogs is done by 

throwing buckets of water at dogs from one story up, and 

everything else is done by being raised incorrectly. In conclu-

sion: infant slut madness. 

Fun Rating: 0/10

The minigames have all been done better in 

titles with less questionable morals. I don’t 

want to sound like a Quaker, but I think you 

should at least wait until you’re four before 

experimenting with group sex and cocaine. 

Fun for Intended Audience Rating: 10/10

Don’t take my word for it! Let’s hear what Bratz

Babyz owners are saying: “Good day, ma’am, 

through cooperation with the ESRB and FBI, it’s 

my duty to inform everyone in the neighborhood 

that I’m a convicted purchaser of Bratz Babyz.”

Debbie Does the Daycare: 8/10

Good luck explaining this to God when you’re dead, 

every person involved with making Bratz Babyz!

Zoey 101 (GBA) 
Gameplay: 0/10 

Zoey has to earn Friendship Points 

by performing tasks! But there’s 

a twist: Every single one of them 

sucks. The graphics look like police 

sketches done by police dogs. The tasks are so clumsy and 

the visuals so dated that if this game had come out 40 years 

ago, exactly as it is, Timecop wouldn’t care. 

Fun: 0/10 

I used to date a girl who worked in a dungeon where men 

paid her to whip and humiliate them. Please note that this 

wasn’t how I met her, but I bring her up because she’s the 

only person who might know someone who could take plea-

sure from this game.  

Fun for Intended Audience Rating: 0/10 

I’m betting that whatever a Zoey 101 fan might be, it or she 

wouldn’t like bad Frisbee golf simulations. 

Classic Moments in Bad Gaming: 10/10 

In Prank Week, Zoey runs down a hall filled with trash cans 

and plants. Hiding inside each is a student who pops out 

going, “RAHHR! I’m in a plant!” No matter how many times 

this happens, Zoey freezes in utter terror. Ideas that sound 

lame on paper can be fun in games. Not this one. So I salute 

whatever combo of learning disability and giant balls led to 

such a fantastically stupid thing. Keep an eye on Prank Week 

when they hand out awards for Worst Anything Ever. P



This month on 

Bonus Stage: 

Umihara what? 

For more info on 

fish-snagging 

schoolgirl she-

nanigans, check 

out the Retronauts 

video podcast at 

bonusstage.1UP.

com!

RECENT SPACE-BUG-SHOOTING

extravaganza Lost Planet hearkens 

back to an older Capcom classic, 

Bionic Commando, in a satisfyingly 

nostalgic way. And that, in turn, got 

us thinking back to all the other clas-

sics that have used grappling hooks 

to great effect. You may not need a 

bionic wire to make a great game...

but it sure does help. 

w OLD-SCHOOL EGM

10 Years Ago...
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On the cover: 
Crash Bandicoot  2
Posing in the highly provocative 

“starfish” position, everyone’s favor-

ite marsupial lavishly embraced our 

cover as if to say, “love me.” And 

love him we did—until, of course, 

Sony eventually gave this bandicoot 

the boot. Pity this mascot currently 

resides in bargain-bin hell—we hardly 

knew thee, Crash.

Game of the month: 
Star Fox 64
Yeah, it sucked to pony up $80 (at 

the time) for the sequel to Nintendo’s 

space-furry spectacular, but it was 

worth it—the included Rumble Pak 

gave the dogfights some bite. We’re 

happy to see a Virtual Console 

release on the Wii—the GameCube 

iterations didn’t take off with us.

Tokyo Game Show: 1997
The spring show stirred quite a buzz 

with such blockbuster titles as Sonic

Jam and Metal Gear Solid. But per-

haps most compelling were the nov-

elty cosplay mascots walking around 

the floor, bumping into things.
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Swingers Club

> RETRONAUTS PRESENTS

A grapple a day keeps the boring 

games away By Jeremy Parish

PITFALL!

Atari 2600 • Activision • 1982

The one that started it all. Sure, Pitfall 

Harry didn’t have his own built-in grap-

pling hook, but that didn’t make the art 

of swinging across a pit of hungry alliga-

tors any less thrilling. The goofy digitized 

Tarzan cry just made it all the better.

Super sequel: Activision produced a much better version of Pitfall! for 

2600 called, yes, Pitfall II. But avoid Super Pitfall for NES—it’s a horrible 

lie, and it exists only to make you sad.
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UMIHARA KAWASE

SNES • TNN • 1994

We realize you can’t pronounce 

the name, but since you can’t 

play the game either, it all 

works out. Umihara Kawase

is a quirky import-only title for 

the Japanese Super Nintendo that gave players control of 

a schoolgirl trapped in a bizarre world of floating platforms 

and angry fish-men. Armed only with a fishing rod and some 

insanely complex line physics, she had to grab, swing, and 

fling her way through stages that quickly became impossible. 

Surreal life: The game showed up on PlayStation in two 

semisequels that played the same—except tougher!

SUPER METROID

SNES • Nintendo • 1994

Metroid is about nothing if 

not jumping, but until lobster-

armored heroine Samus Aran 

gets ahold of the Space Jump, 

she’s still a little limited in terms 

of hang time. Enter the Grappling Beam, which lets her reach 

distant areas at select points. Limited, sure, but bonus points 

for being the only tool on this list that can kill a boss by 

means of suicidal electrocution.

See also: Don’t tell Samus, but Castlevania IV hero Simon 

Belmont totally did the same grapple thing with his whip a 

few years earlier.

CHAIN DIVE

PS2 • Sony CEJ • 2003

The problem with most games is 

that they’re so darn...terrestrial.

Not Chain Dive, though. It starts 

out like a 3D Bionic Commando,

but in no time at all you’re navi-

gating stages made entirely of tiny grapple points floating 

high in the sky. It’s cool, but definitely not for the acrophobic 

or easily motion sick. 

Sincere flattery: Nintendo totally, totally swiped the feel of 

Chain Dive for Twilight Princess’ Argorok battle, which sees 

Link swinging through the air on a series of tiny points as he 

battles a dragon. For shame!

ROCKIN' KATS

NES • Atlus • 1991

Atlus’ Rockin’ Kats took a dif-

ferent approach to the “bionic 

arm” concept—instead of put-

ting a grappling hook at the end, 

they slapped a comical punch-

ing glove on there instead. Not only did this make the game 

super wacky, it also added a different twist to the gameplay 

since you were propelling yourself away from things.

Kitty litter: Rockin’ Kats never saw a sequel, and we can 

blame its cheesy Japanese title for that: N.Y. Nyankies. “Nya” 

being the Japanese equivalent of “meow,” see, and...well, 

anyway, consider it fair pun-ishment.

NINJA FIVE-O

GBA • Hudson • 2003

A beautifully old-school action 

game starring a cop who also 

happened to be a ninja capable 

of using magic and swords and 

swinging on a wire hook as he 

battled terrorists and giant frogs (who were probably also 

terrorists), Ninja Five-O brought 8-bit style into the modern 

world. No word on whether he was two weeks from retire-

ment or too old for this s***. Regardless, the game’s brilliant.

Son of a Shinobi: Grappling hook aside, Ninja Five-O is 

clearly, uh, “inspired” by Shinobi, from the radical ninja hero 

to the constant hostage-saving.

BIONIC COMMANDO

NES • Capcom • 1988

Bionic Commando turned the 

platforming genre on its ear by 

making you play as a hero who 

couldn’t jump; instead, you had 

to master Captain Spencer’s 

bionic wire, which allowed players to grab, climb, and swing 

around the world. The spot-on grappling mechanics, brilliant-

ly constructed levels, and grisly narrative (Hitler’s head blows 

up real good ) make this an enduring classic. 

Also available in green: NES had the definitive version, 

though it was shockingly good on Game Boy. Skip the arcade 

original and slightly unsatisfying GBC versions, though.

MEGA MAN ZERO 2

GBA • Capcom • 2003

Mega Man X’s friend/rival/sequel 

hog Zero won accolades and 

curses alike for his hardcore 

solo outing on GBA, but he 

cranked up the coolness for 

the sequel with the Chain Rod, a vicious weapon that let him 

grapple to new heights. But mostly it let him spear bad guys 

in the chest. Which we support on principle.

Mega Kombat: Can’t put your finger on where Zero picked 

up his enemy-spearing technique? Try Mortal Kombat’s 

Scorpion, who pioneered the art of literally tugging at an 

enemy’s heartstrings.

LOST PLANET

XB360 • Capcom • 2007

Grappling isn’t at the heart of 

Lost Planet, but it’s probably 

the best part of the game—zip-

ping rapidly from area to area by 

snagging onto the walls is pretty 

darn snazzy. Sadly, the co-op mode lacks the ability to grab 

a friend and toss him into a bottomless chasm for spite. But 

hey, no one’s perfect.

Extreme ninjutsu condition: If Lost Planet’s grappling 

features seem familiar, that’s because you’ve probably seen 

them before in the Tenchu games. Or maybe not, since the 

series has gone steadily downhill since its 1998 debut. P



(Solution on page 105)

ACROSS

 1.  Goofy sitcom–turned–Sega 

Master System title

 3. Restrict from online play

 6. PS2’s Cooper

 9. 14, in Shadow of Rome

 11. Role-playing game tavern drink

 12. Abysmal Jaguar game

 14. World Championship Cards

  game _ rummy

 16. Early arcade puzzle game

 17. Magneto _ McKellen, absent from  

X-Men games

 18. Partner in making PS2 Sopranos

19.  Namco arcade title _ Athletics

 21. Pirates! developer Meier

 22. Friend to Claire in Resident Evil

  Code: Veronica

 23. Overworld map direction (abbrv.)

 24. Obscure Saturn 2D platformer

 26. God-awful Atari 2600 bomb

 27. Recent PS2 Mafia title _ Man

 29. Nintendo monkey game, for short

 30. Midway racer _ Rush

 31. Jak II race champion

 33. Snake’s Metal Gear Solid 3

  code name

 34. UFC poster boy Tito

 36. Street Fighter Alpha 3 fighter gal

 38. Transformers dinobot

 39. Bender’s health power-up in  

Futurama game

 40. Legend of Zelda horse

 41. Final Fantasy VI magical being

 42. Nonmechanical hard-drive type,  

  for short

 43. Ace Combat 5’s 29A or 31M

 45. “Strength,” as seen in RPGs 

 47. Halo rocket gun, for short

 49. TG-16 pinball game _ Crush

 52. Suffix given to “special” re-  

  releases (abbrv.)

 53. Quarterback headlining NES

  gridiron letdown

 55. Deadly MGS3 oldster The _

 56. Fighter in SNES  ClayFighter

 58. Like Sonic’s pal Knuckles  

 61. Resident Evil 3 bad dude

 64. CD-i Zelda affront to good taste 

 65. Hideo Kojima’s famous series,

  for short

 66. Street Fighter Alpha 2 geezer

DOWN

 1. Lunar Knights (DS) wind   

  Terrennial

 2. Rayman 2 helpful fairy
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Cool and crappy 

> CROSSWORD

Some of these games shine, but most suck hard

Focus groups tell us EGM Crossword is no longer in, so it’s saying goodbye this month! 

Apparently, they also like huge pictures of wieners. Don’t say we don’t listen to our readers.

 4. Arcade version of F-Zero

 5. Horrible Sega CD “thriller”

  starring Dana Plato

 6. Like the latest PS2 design

 7. Hip-hop stars of worthless effort  

Make My Video

 8. Like tagged walls in Jet

  Grind Radio

 10. Gran Turismo 4 Pontiac

 11. Bad GameCube superhero game

 13. Final Fantasy VII character _ Sith

 15. SNES diabetic hero Captain _

 20. Unusual ammo for one Halo gun

 22. Military Madness antiair tank

 24. Company that makes Flash  

  player for online game videos

 25. Ancient arcade tank game _  

Command

 28. Bruce Wayne is _ Batman (abbrv.)

 32. Street Fighter III combatant

 33. Need for Speed Acura 

 35. 2K Sports tennis series

 37. NeoGeo arcade war title _-1975

 43. Offbeat NES strategy game

 44. Aria of Sorrow’s Jones

 45. Can be changed at will in one  

  Game Boy Color Zelda title

 46. Madden zebras

 48. M’Aiq’s strength in Morrowind

 50. Helps you fly in Super Mario 3

 51. Simpsons: Road Rage fare   

  Krabappel

 52. Where 2 DOWN can be found

 54. Wrestling organization behind  

  N64’s Nitro

 57. On Ecco the Dolphin’s back

 59. Demonic Atlus RPG (abbrv.)

 63. Unit of memory space, for short



Now the lamest reason ever for losing...

...is losing power.
Whether you’re gaming at home or on 

the road, the very last thing you need 

is an interruption. But all too often, bad 

power, or lack of power, comes between 

you and saving the world from destruc-

tion. If you’re in an MMO, the stakes 

are even higher - when you go down, 

it affects everybody. And if there’s cash 

at stake, the losses go far beyond just 

embarassing yourself.

Powerful protection for your gear
With this in mind, APC presents the 

Back-UPS® XS, which provides battery 

backup and surge protection for your 

gear.  With the nation’s power grid being 

run into the ground, coupled with power 

threats like brownouts, spikes and 

surges, the Back-UPS XS has arrived just 

in time to save your 

gear from imminent 

destruction. You 

should also check out 

the UPB10, for those 

times when you’re 

away from home and 

need to recharge and 

add runtime to get you 

through the game.

Stay in the game
With the APC legacy of Legendary Reli-

ability and with over 30 million satisfied 

users, trust us to keep you in the game. 

We’ll prevent interruption, protect your 

progress, points, cash bids, and extend 

your runtime – guaranteed.

©2007 American Power Conversion Corporation. All rights reserved. All Trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

e-mail: esupport@apc.com • 132 Fairgrounds Road, West Kingston, RI  02892  USA • BK4F6EF-EN *Runtimes may vary depending on load.

APC Back-UPS XS (BX1500LCD) and 

the Mobile Power Pack (UPB10) 

extend runtime and protect equipment 

from power anomalies.

$150,000 INSURANCE
POLICY

AGAINST HARDWARE DAMAGE TO YOUR SYSTEM
- SEE WEBSITE OR PRODUCT PACKAGING FOR MORE DETAILS -

APC power protection products are available at:

Find out why 30 million 

people don’t need to 

worry about losing their 

data to power problems

Battery Back-UPS XS BX1500LCD

•  Liquid Crystal Display to show 
current status of power.

• Battery backup and surge protection.  

•  Up to 154 minutes runtime* while 
the power is out.

•  8 outlets – 6 battery backup, 2 surge-only

    so everything is protected.

•  Data line and Coax protection for hardware.

•  AVR corrects under voltages without draining battery.  

•  $150K Equipment Protection Policy and 3 year warranty.

Protect and power your game gear 3 ways:

First 100 respondents receive a FREE “i” Last Longer T-shirt!
Visit www.apc.com/promo Key Code t813x or Call 888-289-APCC x4443 or Fax 401-788-2797

Mobile Power Pack UPB10

•  Provides extended 
rechargeable runtime for 
Sony PSP, Nintendo DS Lite, 
Gameboy – any USB compatible 
game devices as well as cell phones, iPods, and cameras.

•  Recharges in 3 hours and maintains 80% capacity after 
300 cycles.

•  2x more playtime and up to 55 hours runtime* 
on iPod Nano.

Universal Notebook Battery UPB70

• Up to 6 hours additional runtime.

• Includes tips for most popular notebooks.

•  Charges and powers USB compatible devices like cell 
phones and iPods.
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Delving into BioShock

> NEXT MONTH

July Issue (#217) • On sale June 5

> PREVIEWS
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Answers to Cool and crappy

on page 102

� Mario Party 8 (Wii)

� Big Brain Academy: 

    Wii Degree (Wii)

� Pokémon Diamond/Pearl (DS)

� The Darkness (PS3/XB360)

> REVIEWS

� Grand Theft Auto IV (PS3/

XB360)

� NiGHTS: Journey of Dreams (Wii)

� Splinter Cell: Conviction (XB360)

� Mass Effect (XB360)

20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA
EGM fires up its bathysphere for a look at 2K’s spooky, futuristic, undersea Xbox 360 shooter 

BioShock. Aside from showing never-before-seen gameplay screens that reveal some of the 

game’s more dilapidated areas, we’ll take an in-depth look at its mutated society bent on destruc-

tion, their MacGyvered weapons, and the grisly moral quandaries the game poses (should you 

brutally murder those pint-sized child scavengers or not?). Plus, we’ll do some reconnaissance to 

discover the truth about a rumored PlayStation 3 port of this waterlogged adventure.

And in our next issue, we’ll finally deliver our often-promised debate about why we don’t see 

more war-based games that directly reflect current U.S. struggles—namely, the war in Iraq. We 

are starting to grow weary of our travels through World War II: No more history lessons!  

We’ll also be bringing you a massive update on one of the year’s heaviest hitters, Grand Theft 

Auto IV. And on the review end of things, some of Nintendo’s bigger Wii time-wasters, Big Brain 

Academy and Mario Party 8, make their hotly anticipated debuts. What will the Review Crew 

have to say about them? You’ll just have to come crawling back in 30.... 

(All planned editorial content is subject to change.)
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Armageddon Outta Here

> HSU & CHAN IN:

By Jeremy “Norm” Scott
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armyrotc.com 1-800-USA-ROTC

©2003. Paid for by Army ROTC. All rights reserved.

This is the bar of a Second Lieutenant.

It’s what you earn the day you graduate from college and ROTC.

It means Officer, a leader of the United States Army.

With it you will have the knowledge to be a leader in any industry you choose.
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Interactive Ltd. Windows and the Windows Vista start button logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries and 'Games for Windows' and the Windows Vista start button logo are used under license from Microsoft. 
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